FRANKISH CORINTH: 1995
(PLATES 1-9)

its 1995 excavationseasonat Corinththe AmericanSchool of ClassicalStudies
DURING
examined five units that lie directly southeast of the remains of Temple E (Figs. 1,
2).1 Unit 1 stands partiallyto the south of the temenos of Temple E and partiallywithin
it. Units 4 and 5 are totally outside the southern limit of the temenos, while Units 2 and
3 are totally within it. Unit 1, a Frankishstructurewith a paved central court, occupies the
high land immediately west of what earlier had been the forum of the Roman city. This
complex has been called Unit 1 since its discovery in 1990, a name meant to distinguish
1 The excavations conducted at Ancient Corinth by the American School of Classical Studies at Athens

were made possible in 1995 by the cooperation and good will of a number of persons and agencies, both
Greek and American. I thank first and foremost the Greek ArchaeologicalService and its Director, Ioannis
Tzedakis. Mrs. Phani Pachyianni, the Ephor of the Argolid and the Corinthia, and ProfessorWilliam D. E.
Coulson, the Director of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, also deserve thanks for their
year-roundhelp and interest. I warmlythankZoe Aslamantzidouand the staffof the ArchaeologicalServiceat
Ancient Corinth for their help and cooperation.
I extend my gratitudeto Dr. SarahVaughan,Directorof the Wiener Laboratory,for the help she has given
the Corinth Excavations,especiallyin facilitatingthe work of Dr. Ethne Barnes, our physical anthropologist,
Dr. ChristopherHayward, the geologist who is continuing his study of the Corinthian limestones and their
quarries,and Dr. Ruth Siddall,who is analyzingCorinthianplasters,cements, and concretes of all periods.
Dr. David Romano and his staff continued the computerizationof the archaeologicalremains exposed
by the American Excavationsat Corinth duringJune, July, and August of 1995.
By their not inconsiderableeffortsthroughoutthe year, the Corinth staffagain made possible this annual
report. Primary thanks go to Dr. Nancy Bookidis, Curator of the Corinth Museum, and to Aristomenes
Arberores,foreman of the Corinth Excavationsof the American School. Dr. Orestes H. Zervos, numismatist
of the excavation, has used his skills and patience not only to serve the numismatic community but also to
give added meaning to the yearly excavationreport.
Again this year,as in the past, I warmlythankMiss StellaBouzakifor conservingand restoring,with great
skill,a largerange of excavationobjects. I also thankMessrs.NikolasDidaskalou,AnastasiosPapaioannou,and
George Arberoresfor their labors over the pottery,stone, glass, and metal recoveredfrom the excavation, and
the excavationphotographers,Ino Ioannidouand Lenio Barzioti,for their excellent site and find photographs.
For their enthusiasm and energy both in the field and in the museum, I am extremely grateful to the
studentsupervisorsof the 1995 excavation season: Ms. Amy Smith and Messrs.John Hansen, Philip Kaplan,
andJames B. Summitt. I am equally gratefulto Dr. Guy Sanders,who carefullyexcavated a newly acquired
plot of land that lies to the southeastof the presentlimit of the excavation. His reportwill appearseparatelyin a
later issue of Hesperia.
Dr. Ethne Barnes returned this summer to continue her study for the publication of the human skeletal
remains recovered between 1989 and 1995 from Frankishlevels southeast of Temple E; she was aided by
Dr. Arthur Rohn, an anthropologistwho painstakinglyexcavated a large number of graves of the Frankish
period, mostly from within Unit 2. I thank both of them for the high quality of their work and for the new
insightsthat the work has produced concerning the mediaevalpopulation at Corinth.
Julian Bakerdid the researchand basic text for the reexaminationof the complex at the northwestcorner
of the temenos of Temple E. I thankhim for his energyand efficiencyin completingthe studythat is includedin
the present report (see pp. 34-36 below).
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1. Temenos of Temple E: Byzantine-Frankishremainsof the end of the 12th and the early 13th century

it from a second, architecturallyseparatecomplex with church, Unit 2. Unit 2 stands to the
northeastof Unit 1 and has been cited in the Hesperia
reportssince the excavation of 1990.
A stripof open ground, ca. 3.15 m. to 3.40 m. wide, bordersthe west side of Unit 1 and
continues, where still preserved,northwardalong the west side of Unit 2. In the Byzantine
period, at least in the 12th century,this was a north-south roadway composed of a series
of well-compacted gravel surfaces. A public square, 6.5 m. to 7.0 m. wide from north to
south, separatesthe northwestcorner of Unit 1 from the southwestcorner of Unit 2; it opens
without barrierinto the north-south stripof land west of Units 1 and 2. On the west side of
the square stands a series of rooms, the full plan of which has not yet been distinguished.
This complex, here called Unit 3, was first investigatedby Guy Sanders in 1986.2 Another
unit, describedbelow as Unit 4, is to be found some nineteen meterssouth of Unit 3 and near
the southwestcorner of Unit 1. Only the easternpart of one room of this unit was cleared in
1994, along with a hard-packedgravel exterior surfaceto its south. Unit 4, discovered in
1994, may be the easternmostof a series of rooms that continues toward the west. It may
be independent of, or only slightly dependent upon, Unit 1. On the other hand Unit 5,
2

Sanders 1987, pp. 159-163.
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2. Temenos of Tem'pleE: Frankishremainsof the end of the 13th century

immediately south of the southeast corner of Unit 1, appears to have been planned with
Unit 1 and to have been related to it, since its north wall is a party wall shared with Unit 1.
Unit 5 was discovered this year.
The accumulated archaeological evidence now provides some security in the identification of Unit 1 as a hospice or inn that served the sick and the poor, as well as pilgrims on their
way to and from the Near East (Fig. 2). The evidence, set forth in earlier excavation reports,
includes jetons used in international banking3 and pharmaceutical containers, including six
albarelli, or drug pots, some from Syria, and seven ovoid-bodied jars, one of which is an
associated with room 4 of Unit 1
import from Mamluk Egypt. Most of the jeon arobe
(Fig. 3); the pharmaceutical containers were found in room 5*4
3 Williamsand Zervos 1992, pp. 142, 178;Williamsand Zervos 1993, p. 34.
4 For medical treatmentand apothecariesin mediaeval hospitals,see Gilchrist 1992, pp. 108-110 (limited
to evidence within the United Kingdom). For an idea of the range of materials and objects in the stock of
the apothecaryof the Spanish monasteryof Sta. Maria de Vallbona (unfortunately18th century in date), see
Pratsi Darder 1990, giving much informationand a full bibliographyon other Spanishapothecarycollections.
Foralbarelli,see Williamsand Zervos 1994, nos. 18-29, pp. 16-22; for the Mamlukjar, ibid.,no. 11, pp. 14-15.
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FIG. 3. Units 1, 3 4, and 5, actual-stateplan: last quarterof the 13th century (finalform of Unit 3 not shown)

By the end of the 1995 excavationseason the complete plan of FrankishUnit I had been
exposed. Excavation not only freed the full length of the south faSade but also extended
the southern limit of the Frankishexcavationfor three meters south of the unit. The south
Fragmentsof a second Egyptian Mamlukjar, C-1993-40 a-d, were recovered from disturbedfill within the
same area. The pot from which these sherdscame may have originallybeen used in room 5.
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fa9adewall is preservedto a maximumheight of ca. 1.20 m. above the floor of the rooms that
abut it. It is founded on the line of a Roman wall that earlier had defined the north side
of a paved decumanusof the Roman city. The Frankishrebuildingof that wall is hefty and at
the Frankishlevel is uninterruptedalong its entire length by any sort of opening.
The resultsof the 1995 excavationseason requirechanges in two conclusionspresented
in last year's excavation report. The first change is that the main access into Unit 1 is not
to be found within the south fa9adewall of the unit.5 Rather,the only entranceto the core of
the building now appears to have been by the narrow passagewaybetween rooms 3 and
4 on the east side of Unit 1. The second change is that the east-west roadway,known to
have passed south of the site of the Frankishunit from the Roman period and hypothesized
to have survived into the 14th century, in fact was abandoned in the 13th century. This
Frankishrejectionof an establishedland use is clearlyillustratedby the existence of Unit 5, a
building that was constructedover this roadwayimmediatelysouth of Unit 1.
The church complex north of Unit 1, named Unit 2 when it was first discovered in
1990, was also furtherexplored this season. Activity here extended the northern limits of
the Frankishexcavation around Temple E to eleven meters north of the church. As of the
end of 1995, therefore,a rectangulararea immediatelysouth of the archaeologicalmuseum
of the site, about sixty-fivemeters north-south by more than forty-fivemeters east-west,
now standscleared to 12th- to 13th-centurylevels.
The third area of concentratedexcavation during the 1995 season was along the west
side of Units 1 and 2, where a number of superimposedroadwaysof the Middle Byzantine
and Frankishperiods have been isolatedduringthe past three years. One of the purposesof
this investigationwas to determine the extent of change in road patterns that took place
between the 12th and 14th centurieswest of Units 1 and 2.
UNIT 1
The south fa~ade of Unit 1 (Pls. 1:a, 2-4; Fig. 3) is 24 m. wide from the southeast to the
southwestcorner of the building. This wall conceals a single hall-likespace, between 3.77 m.
and 3.82 m. wide, which runs the full east-west width of the building (P1.2:a). Though
narrow,room 6-7 is the longest unpartitionedspace within Unit 1. At a later phase, the
room was subdivided,and the floor at its western end was cobbled. The originalfloor lies at
ca. 85.59 m. above sea level or about 0.66 m. below the exterior ground level south of the
building. Above ground the south wall is about 0.70 m. thick, but it has an added exterior
thicknessbelow ground level, at which point the wall becomes one meter thick (P1.2:b).
The 0.30 m. protrusion of the exterior face at foundation level apparentlyis designed to
keep the rain from seeping into the earth along this fa~ade,thus preventingthat part of the
interiorface below exteriorgroundlevel from becoming damp. The architectureis solid and
serviceable;the outside joints of the south exterior wall of the building were fully sealed
5 Williamsand Zervos 1995, p. 5, where room 7 is referredto as an entrance. The paving on the floor has
proved, upon continuedexcavationin 1995, to be remainsfroma later,post-hospicephase, not a Frankishfloor
that was in continuous use into the post-Frankishphase of the building. The threshold block from room 7
into the paved court appearsto be reemployedfrom an earlierbuilding.
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with cement. Such liberal use of cement can also be seen in one place on the inside face
of the wall, from 3.63 m. west of the southeast corner of the room to 6.10 m. west of the
easternmostbuttress.
At least three arches once traversedthe room, footed on narrow piers bonded into the
north and south side walls (P1.3). Measuringwestwardfrom the inside face of the east end
wall of the hail, the distance to the east face of the first pier foundation on the south side
of the room is 4.60 m. The foundation itself is 1.08 m. wide. The distance between the
firstarch foundationand the second is 6.41 m. The second foundationis only 0.50 m. wide;
an intervalof 5.74 m. existsbetween it and the thirdpier foundation,which is 0.63 m. wide.
The space between it and the interior face of the foundation for the west end wall of the
hall is 3.85 m.
The clear span of the easternmosttransversearch is between 3.33 m. and 3.38 m. The
projectingfoundationfor its north pier still carriesone squaredporos block above floor level
and on that a springerblock, a voussoir 0.64 m. wide from east to west, its concave face
shaped by a claw chisel. The correspondingfoundationon the south wall preservesonly the
block upon which the springersat (P1.3:b). The second pier on the south side is 0.50 m. wide
and projects from the wall only 0.40 m. Its answeringpier is 0.52 m. wide and projects
from the wall between 0.65 m. and 0.72 m. The third pier on the south side was removed
to its foundationsby later alterationwithin the room. The foundation, however, is large,
projectinginto the room for 0.70 m.; its width is 0.63 m. On the north wall the answering
pier projectstoward its mate for 0.45 m., and the total width of that foundation is 0.68 m.
The top surface of the one block of this pier that rises above floor level slopes downward
toward the south, a good indication that the springer of this transversearch started only
slightlyabove Frankishfloor level within the room.
As has been pointed out in a previousexcavation report, this room had a stone-curbed
hearth built against its north wall.6 The hearth lies 1.10 m. west of the easternmostpier
on the north wall of room 6-7. Its backwall is set 0.17 m. into the wall; the platformprojects
from the south face of the wall for 0.55 m., makingthe width of the whole hearth 0.72 m.
Finds from the room have been minimal, in part because there was extensive reoccupation of the space once the buildinghad been abandoned as a hospice and in part because
the Frankishfloor level within the room has not yet been fully excavated. A thin level of
heavy ash and charcoalrestson what probablyis the originalfloor of room 6-7; this stratum,
underlyingthe post-hospice floor, now is identifiableonly on the sides of various pits dug
at the west end of the room.
Althoughthe architectureis sturdy,it definitelywas not designedto be impressive,roofed
as it was by transverse,pointed archesspringingat 0.30 m. above the earth floor of the room
and at odd intervals along the walls. Nowhere within the room does precision seem to
have been a factor or even a highly desired quality. The building appears to have been
built for function rather than for beauty. The length of the hall, the partial burying of the
room below the external ground level, perhaps as insulationfrom Greek summer heat, and
the constructionfeature added to its south wall as a precaution against the damp suggest
a possible identificationof this room as a ward of the hospice. The room, it should also
6
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be noted, is adjacent to room 5, identified as a pharmacy from the medicine jars found
therein (see p. 3 above).
1 (Fig. 3)
Unit 1 was not constructed to the maximum limits of its plot. Along the south and
west sides of the building a narrow exterior space was reservedfor service and controlled
circulation.
The exterior, corridorlikespace along the south side of Unit 1 is 1.30 m. wide and
is bounded on the south by a property wall 0.70 m. thick. The property wall is poorly
constructedand is supported on shallow foundationsof reused material; it definitely does
not appear to have been designed as a protection against heavy attack or siege (P1.2:b,
foundationemployingreused column shaft).A stratigraphiccut made here in 1995 revealed
a number of road-metalcrustsbelow the clay floor of this space. Under them is an east-west
paved Roman road at an elevation of +85.012-85.03 m.; its sidewalk is at an elevation
of +85.22-85.242 m. The Early Roman colonial road system apparently established a
circulationpatternin this area that was brokenonly with the constructionof FrankishUnit 1
and the contemporaneousbuilding, Unit 5 and its corridor(P1.1:b). Once these two units
were constructed,the use pattern of the area changed radically.
When the FranksconstructedUnit 1, they built a stone-and-cementfooting 0.30-0.50 m.
wide against the foundation of the south wall of the unit (P1.2:b). The top of this footing
is 86.25 m. above sea level. The mortar that was used in the fa~ade wall and the footing
apparently was mixed on this roadway, after which a coat of marl was spread over the
foundation trench and the cement crust up to the south enclosure wall. Only one clay
occupation floor and the fill beneath it were discovered below the stratum of destruction
debris and Frankishroof tiles that markthe abandonmentof Unit 5.
SOUTHOF UNIT

UNIT

5 (Fig. 3)

The east end of the enclosure wall that runs parallel to the south facade of Unit 1
terminatesagainst the northwestcorner of a buildingonly partiallyexcavated,which in this
report is called Unit 5. Unit 5 was built against the south facade wall of Unit 1, and where
it so touches, the facadewall becomes a partywall between the two units. The two look to be
part of a single design, to judge by the architectureas it now is exposed.
A number of indicationssuggestthat Unit 5 may have been designed when Unit 1 was
built and that the two unitswere planned together.The east exteriorwall of Unit 5 continues
the line of the east facade of Unit 1. Also, the northernmostroom of Unit 5 is a passageway
immediatelysouth of Unit 1; it uses the south wall of room 6-7 of Unit 1 as its north wall,
makingit, as just mentioned, a partywall. The west wall of Unit 5 abuts the south facade of
Unit 1 4.60 m. from the east exteriorwall, atjust the point where the firsttransversearch in
room 6-7 springs from the south facade. This suggests that the west wall of Unit 5 may
have been designed to absorb some of the southwardthrust transferredby the transverse
arch of room 6-7 to the partywall. (See Figure 3, where the joint is somewhat disguisedby
a second-phase overbuilding.) The passagewayprobably had a door at both its east and
west ends. At the west end the wall appears to have been rebuilt in a second phase. The
wall at the east end of the corridor appears to have only had its threshold removed; the
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doorwaywas not rebuilt. The earth surfacenow visible within this corridoris hard-packed
clay and much trodden;the late phase probablyshouldbe datedpostA.D. 1312. The corridor
has not yet been cleared to an earlierlevel.
South of the corridoris a room with an interior east-west dimension of 4.46 m.; only
the northern 1.20 m. of the room has been excavatedto the level of its tile floor (P1.1:b). The
east and west walls of the room are approximately0.72-0.74 m. wide; the wall that separates
it from the corridorto its north is only 0.30-0.33 m. wide. A doorwaywith a poros threshold
standsin it at 2.12 m. west of the northeastcorner of Unit 5. The thinnessof the north wall
suggeststhat it was designed only as a partition. Roof-tile debris and wall tumble covered
the floor. Two sections of tile floor are preserved,carefullylaid in an orderly rectangular
pattern. The tiles themselves are worth noting because the way that they have been laid
is unique if comparedto the floorsof Units 1, 2, and 5. The tiles are twice as long as they are
wide, being 0.30-0.31 m. in length, and in width being either slightly wider or narrower
than 0. 15 m. They appearto have been manufacturedas squaresand in most cases to have
been carefullycut into rectangles.
REMAINS POSTDATING UNIT

1 (Fig.4)

The southwestquarterof Unit 1 was used until its total destructionin the 16th century.
Reuse of room 6-7 is especially clear. The altered west wall rises to a maximum height
of 0.93 m. above the top of the foundation that originallysupported the west wall of the
Frankishbuilding. A stone-walledpit was constructedagainst the back, or west face, of the
foundation. In places within the room a stone paving made of broken fragmentsof marble
and pieces of poros with a flat surfaceset in marl is preservedat 85.60 m. above sea level.
Along with these remainsshould be coupled a rough stone partitionwall 0.70 m. wide that
extended northwardfor 1.65 m. from the southwall of the Frankishbuilding. This wall, now
dismantled,formed a room or alcove 2.70-2.85 m. wide from east to west; at the same time
the south wall of the room or alcove was thickenedalong its north face by 0.45 m. The north
wall of the Frankishperiod, however,appearsto have servedwithout alterationas the north
wall of the reconstructedroom. By using these remainsone can restorea two-room complex
having an interior space 10.55 m. long from east to west with a subterraneanstorage pit
against its exteriorwest wall.
A third period of use can be identified in this area. This covers the alterationjust
described. Its walls reuse neither the already existing walls of Unit 1 nor those of its first
alteration. The south wall of the new phase is built against the south fasade wall of Unit 1;
its partition walls cross over the faSade wall and rest on fill and debris that overlies the
occupation level associated with the first alteration. It is probably because of this second
reuse of the area that the north side of the west end of room 6-7 is so disturbed.
Two subterraneanrectangularchambers and one ovoid pit were built along the west
foundationwall of Unit 1; the northernmostchamberwas excavatedin 1994 and published
in Hesperiain 1995.7 The second rectangularchamber lies about seven meters south of the
first;between them is the ovoid pit. These last two featureswere discoveredin the excavation
of 1995.
7 Williamsand Zervos 1995, pp. 6-10, fig. 3.
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The rectangularchamberthat was excavatedin 1994 is small, deep, and vaulted. Access
to its interior is through a rectangularmanhole at the east end of the vault. The chamber
discoveredand cleared this year is not so well preservedas the vaulted chamber to its north
nor is it quite so big. It is only 0.99 m. from east to west at floor level, 0.88 m. wide closer to
the top, and 1.10 m. acrossfrom north to south. Unfortunately,unlike the vaulted chamber
discoveredin 1994, it containedno rubbishfromthe period of its abandonment. Althoughits
northwestcorner is destroyedand its ceiling is totallymissing,the newly discoveredchamber
resemblesin what is preservedthe one discoveredin 1994.
The newly discoveredchamberis built both againstand over the foundationof the west
wall of Unit 1. Where the originalfoundationof Unit 1 was stillpreservedalong the west side
of room 6-7, the buildersof the second phase used it. Today one can see the west face of the
early foundationrising 0.44 m. above the floor inside the chamber. The reconstructedeast
wall rises above that but was not built squarelyupon the earlierfoundation;rather,it overhangs the west face of the originalfoundationby about twelve centimeters. The north, west,
and south walls of the later chamber are founded almost as precariously,but they rest upon
an earlierstratumof tiles and architecturaldebristhat appearsto underlie the whole area.
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It cannot now be determinedwhether the ceiling of the chamberwas originallyvaulted
or whetherit was otherwiseroofed. Becauseof the well-preservedcondition of its east wall, a
solid party wall sharedwith room 6-7, no indicationsexist that the chamber and the room
were interconnecting. Rather, like the vaulted chamber to its north, it was entered from
above and, probably,from outside.
The ovoid pit is differentin designfromthe two rectangularconstructionsappliedagainst
the west foundation of Unit 1. Like them, however, it is built against the foundation and
does not bond. Such a constructioncould have been accomplished during the initial use
of Unit 1 or even after the west wall of Unit 1 had fallen out of use. The bottom of the
interiorof the pit is a deformed oval; no effortwas made to make it circularin plan or truly
cylindricalin volume. Even so, its maximum interiordimension both from north to south
and from east to west is ca. 1.15 m. Where it is applied against the face of the foundation of
Unit 1, the wall of the pit is ca. 0.15 m. thick. In the southeast quarter of the pit the side
wall does not continue the oval plan but forms a right-angledcorner with the foundation
of the unit. This quarterof the pit wall is peculiarin another detail as well, for this segment
of the south wall of the pit goes straightwestwardfor 0.67 m. from the face of the foundation of Unit 1, where there is a verticaljoint. Thereafter the pit wall starts to curve. This
0.67 m. of straightwall apparentlywas infilled after the curved portion of the pit wall had
alreadybeen constructed. About 1.93m. above the floor of the pit, the curved wall startsto
contract into a dome. It cannot be determined from the preserved remains whether the
wall contractedto a circularopening, somethinglike a wellhead, or whether the opening was
a square trapdoorover the southeastcorner of the pit.
The constructionof the pit is differentin other ways from that of the rectangularpits
to either side. Its wall is built of stonesthat are fist-sizedor double fist-sized. Rarely is a stone
used that is as large as an adult human head. Many are unshaped, hard limestone field
stones. There is a liberal use of tile but not as leveling courses; rather, the fragments are
scatteredindividuallythroughoutthe wall. None is laid vertically.
The upper fill within the pit is late in date, apparently going into the 18th and
19th centuries,to judge from the iron horseshoesfound therein. The bottommost0.34 m. of
fill, storedin potterylot 1995-04, is composedof pure Frankish-periodmaterialthat probably
dates ca.A.D. 1312, the year of the sack of Corinthby the Catalans,or slightlylater. Pottery,
bronze, and glass from the lowest fill include the items listed below.
CATALOGUE:OBJECTS FROM LOT 1995-04
1. Plain glazed bowl with flaringrim

P1.6

C-1995-2. H. 0.063, Diam. of foot 0.053, Diam.
of lip 0.152 m.
Fine red clay with white inclusions;medium and
large lime particles, some exploded; sparklinginclusions,few voids. 2.5YR 6/6.
Bowl with ring foot, rounded bearing surface, and
concave undersurface. Echinoid body turns up
sharply to vertical; straight rim 0.02 m. wide flar-

ing to tapered lip. Wheel marks on exterior wall.
Interiorand exteriorwhite slip;glazed light green on
interiorand over lip, dilute in places.
2. Protomaiolicachevron saucer
P1.6
C-1995-3. Max. Diam. of rim 0.172 m.
Medium hard, pinkish buff to pinkish cream clay,
with raresmallwhite and large lime inclusionsand
sparklinggolden mica; a few darkinclusions. 5YR
6.8/4.
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Like C-1994-6 in shape and design. See Williams
and Zervos 1995, no. 5, p. 25, pl. 4.
3. Free-blowncup with blue-threadedlip

P1.6

MF-1995-15. H. 0.052, Diam. at bottom 0.067,
max. Diam. of lip 0.097 m.
Colorless blue-green glass. Plain blown cup with
deep conical kick; pontil mark. Steep flaring wall
continousto lip. Lip decoratedwith darkblue thread.
Faintblowing spiralsover entire body. Forshape, but
slightlytaller,see CorinthXII, no. 735, pp. 112-113,
fig. 14.
4. Optic-blown cup with blue-threadedlip
P1.6
MF-1995-16. H. 0.056, Diam. at bottom 0.054,
restoredDiam. at lip 0.08 m.
Colorless blue-green glass. Mold-blown cup with
deep conical kick; pontil mark. Steep body flaring
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to lip. Lip decorated with dark blue thread. Wall
patterned with tiny horizontal ovules, enlarging toward bottom. Plain wall immediately under lip; no
ovules on undersurface.
For shape, see CorinthXII, no. 735, pp. 112-113.
5. Cast bronze three-footedbowl
P1.6
MF-1995-19. H. 0.093, Diam. of rim 0.216, Th.
wall 0.001 m.
Bowl with conical undersurfaceprojecting to dulled
central point. Three knob feet on bottom do not
project enough to allow central point to stand clear
on flat surface; standing bowl rocks slightly. Side
wall rises verticallyto lip; three horizontal ribs from
0.01 m. to 0.021 m. above bottom of wall, second
set of three below lip (0.058 m. to 0.069 m. above
bottom of wall).

1 (Figs.4-6)

Enough material evidence has accumulatedfrom the excavation of Unit 1 during the
past six seasons to encourage an attemptat a paper reconstructionof the building.
Differentelementswithin the building,such as width of walls and size of rooms, indicate
that an overall restorationcannot be made by generalities;each quarterof the building has
its own peculiaritiesof design. This being the case, it seems quite probable that certain
questionsabout the form of the buildingunder discussionmay foreverremain unanswered,
or, at best, that two possiblesolutionsmay be offeredwithoutreasonto dismisseither. In such
casesI have opted for the more logical solutionsuggestedby the preservedremains,using the
known historicaland architecturalparallelsonly to supplementthe on-site evidence.
One should perhaps start at the southwest corner of the building, for it is here that
the remains contain the best evidence for a general reconstruction. Here are the masonry
foundationsand lowest course of an exteriorstairwaythat risesfrom the paved interiorcourt
to a landingagainstthe southwall of that court. Using about the same riser-to-treadratio for
the steps in the court of Unit 1 as that used in the Frankishstaircasethat is built against
the west wall of room 5 of Unit 2, one cannot be far off by assuminga riserof ca. 0.20 m. and
a tread of 0.25 m.8
A flight of 16 steps rose westward from the lower landing to the top of the flight
at the southwest corner of the court (Fig. 4). From this top landing one entered the
second-story hall beneath which are ground-floor rooms 11, 12, and 13. The design
for the reconstructionof this stairway supplies the necessary facts to establish the floor
elevation for the second-storyhall.
8

Williamsand Zervos 1994, p. 30. The main staircasein the inner courtyardof Chlemoutsihas a riser-totread ratio of 0.24-0.25 m. to 0.28 m. The exterior staircaseto the gynaikonitisin the convent church of
Vlachernon (Elis)has a riser-to-treadratio of 0.21-0.25 m. to 0.27-0.29 m. For a view of the freestanding
staircase,see Bon 1969, pl. 29:a.
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The frontedge of the bottommoststep of the courtyardstairwaylies 2.40 m. north of the
south wall of the court. It is, in fact, only a half step, with a riser 0. 14 m. high. The first
real step, of which there is one block with a height of 0.21 m., is set ca. 0.37 m. behind,
or south of, the half tread; this allows the restorationof three treads and four risers to the
firstlanding. Foundationsfor the east-west flightof stepsagainstthe south wall show that the
flightwas 1.36 m. wide, with a horizontalrun of 4.08 m. With treadseach ca. 0.25 mewide,
16 treadsand 17 riserscan be restoredhere (Fig.5). In all, then, 21 risers,each 0.20 m. high,
plus a half riser at 0. 14 m., take the flight from an elevation of +85.89 m. at the base of
the stairto the upper floor at 4.20 m. above the paving, or to an elevation of +90.09 m.
A widthof 1.21 m. is attestedforthe second,or top, landing,tojudge fromthe foundations
of the stairway at court level. Here a series of three cut-poros socle blocks, neatly fitted
together and more carefullycut than is usual in the poros workmanshipof Unit 1, are built
into the stair foundation; the westernmost of the three abuts the west court wall. Their
north face carries a profile of incline at the bottom rising to a vertical fascia above. The
top horizontalsurfaceis well trimmedfor the supportof a course of cut stone. I restorethese
blocksas the socle for the structurethat carriedthe upperlandingof the staircase,probablya
half arch such as is common in mediaevalexteriorstairways.Such a designwould reduce the
thrustthat a full archwould put on the north end foundationof the landing. The total length
of the three socle blocks is 0.15 m. shorter than the width of the foundation for the main
flight of steps leading to the landing. It might be expected that a protrudingcornice around
the top landing made up the 0.15 m. difference,if that differencewas felt to be significant
by the buildersof the staircase. Or, possibly,a thick stone handrailalong the outside edge
of the main flight of steps in contrastto a wooden balustradealong the top landing explains
the difference.
A wooden porch platform,ratherthan a masonryarch, might be restoredto supportthis
landing, except that the north end of the porch is attestedby a solid masonryfoundationthat
projectseastwardinto the court from the west court wall. Therefore, it is assumed instead
that the heavy masonryfoundationwould have been built to supporta stone superstructure
ratherthan wooden posts. A lighterfoundationmightbe expectedfor a wood superstructure.
The stairwaywithin the southwestcorner of the court led to a hall or halls over groundfloor rooms 11, 12, and 13 (Fig. 6). The added thickness of the east-west walls of these
three rooms, a constructiondetail peculiar to this part of the unit, suggests not only that
the walls of these rooms supporteda superstructurebut also the form of the construction.
Only the side walls of these rooms have an added thickness;the end or east and west walls
of the rooms are of a size similar to walls found elsewhere in the unit. The thicker side
walls thus become the basis for restoringmasonry barrel vaults running east-west within
rooms 11, 12, and 13.
The northwall of room 11 is built of exceptionallylargeblocksthat make the thicknessof
the wall 0.90 m. or more. The southwall of the room, a partywall between rooms 11 and 12,
is of tripartiteconstruction. Its total thicknessis between 0.99 m. and 1.03 m. The central
core descendsto a depth of 0.85 m. below the lime-plasterfloor of the room to its south. The
walls built againstthe core have shallowerfoundationsand may even have been added after
the core wall was built. Room 12 is only 1.94 m. wide. The party wall between rooms 12
and 13 also is tripartite.Its core is 0.75 m. thick, while its north and south supplementsare
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between 0.52 and 0.56 m. thick. The total thicknesswas measuredat one place as 1.817 m.,
while the clear width of room 13 itself is only 1.83 m. The south wall of room 13 now
is largelydestroyed,but evidence existsfor at least a bipartiteconstructionthat was probably
1.33 m. thick. Its north-facingwall is 0.31 m. thick.
The tripartiteconstructionof the party walls of rooms 11, 12, and 13 suggeststhat the
two exterior sections would have supportedthe spring of masonry barrel vaults while the
core would have risen verticallyand added stabilityto the superstructure.The vaults are
restoredwith enough clearanceto allow the doors to swingfree but also to allow a mezzanine
above each of the three vaulted ground-floorrooms.
If they were to be restored differently,three elements could be assumed that would
radically change the appearance of the area encompassing rooms 11, 12, and 13. One
element is an intermediatelanding on the exteriorstairwayfor direct access into the second
story of the south wing. In the present reconstructionsuch a mid-flightlanding is avoided
by making the entrance to the second story over room 6-7 (Fig. 6) directlyfrom the lower
landing but with the addition of steps within the thicknessof the wall that is shared by the
court and room 6-7 (Fig.4). If one uses the alternatedesign that introducesa third landing,
one must reduce the numberof stepsin the main flightby at least four. This change resultsin
the restorationof a top floor over rooms 11-13 that is lower in height by more than 0.80 m.
The second feature that would affect the reconstructionis the elevation of the stone
vaulting over rooms 11-13. One might restore the stone vaults to spring from a very high
level in order to make them support the floor of the hail above an interveningmezzanine
or loft. The floor of the hall, if that is what the uppermost room of this unit was, would
then have been carriedby the masonryvaults, not by wood joists.
I have here opted for the first solution, that of low vaults over rooms 11-13, because,
althoughthe partywallsunderdiscussionare thick,thereis no evidenceof cement mortarused
in theirbases. Only the cores of the tripartitewalls are deeply founded. To erect a vault on a
poorly constructedbase is never a good principle,but to raise it high into the superstructure,
especiallyin a geological area that is prone to earthquakes,is an unappealingchoice.
The third design feature that would alter the appearance of the whole south wing of
Unit 1 and its floor area is the eliminationof a second story above the undercroft,room 67. As described above, the undercroftis built with a heavy south wall, which is 0.70 m.
thick above ground. The strengtheningof the foundation by enlarging its width may be a
precautionagainstpressureexertedby the higherexteriorground level immediatelysouth of
the unit. The foundation is bonded with good, hard mortar;part of the reason for special
care here and the protrusionof the foundation to the exterior may have been to drain the
winter rain away from the foundation, thereby keeping the damp from seeping through
the lower wall into room 6-7. The north wall also is thicker than the normal walls of the
unit, but only in its westernmost segment, from the east end of the stairway to the west
exterior wall of the unit. The interiorwidth of the room, however, is narrower than any
other room of Unit 1 (exceptingrooms 11-13), having a clear width of 3.77-3.82 m., yet it is
subdividedby transversearches. They are not equidistantone from the other but are placed
at varyingintervals.The easternthree intervalsvary by about one meter one from the next:
5.46 m., 6.49 m., and 5.59 m. The fourth, or westernmost, interval is 3.87 m. long and
apparentlytakes its dimension from the western rooms of Unit 1. The three arches may
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have been designed to carry a ridge pole along the long axis of room 6-7. If this is true,
then room 6-7 could not have carrieda second story.
On the other hand, the narrownessof the room suggeststhat it would have been logical
to span the room with timberjoistsratherthan trusses. Such framingsuggeststhe desirefor a
horizontalfloor above room 6-7. If this line of reasoning is accepted, then the transverse
archeswithin the room would have been placed at ground level to supportpartitionwalls on
the floor above, where needed.
Another reason for restoringa two-storiedwing along the south side of the court is the
very low maximum clear height within ground-floorroom 6-7. That lowness is fixed by
the springerin situsittingjust above the socle of the easternmosttransversearch. The low
height of a room that is about 22.50 m. long appears to be part of a purposeful design,
especiallysince on the outside south fa9adeof the unit the building looks even lower, buried
as it is 0.66 m. into Frankishground level there. If this wing were one-storied,the eaves and
the roof would be easily accessiblefrom the outside;without other reasons requiringso low
an eaves line, it would be a poor design for a courtyardbuilding that has very restricted
access. Therefore, a second story over room 6-7 seems to be logical and is restored in the
sections, Figures4-6.
In the 12th- to 15-century design of infirmarieswithin monasteriesand of dormitories
associatedwith almshouses,a chapel was includedwithin the sick ward where daily services
could be heard by the inmates, even if they were too sick to arise from their beds. In many
cases the chapel was merely the eastern end of the infirmaryor, in the case of almshouses,
the dormitory hall. If, as in almshousesin England, a building was two-storied,the space
reserved for the chapel may well have been two-storied,with the second floor of the hail
where it met the chapel area forming a balcony from which one could look down into the
sanctuary.
It was also the custom in monasteries, if not necessarily the rule in almshouses, to
have a fireplace within the infirmary and to have the ailing monks therein given added
food to supplement their daily diet. In the early almshousesthat still exist both in France
and in England and in the hospitalsof those abbeys that still have foundationswell enough
preservedand excavatedto informus of the shape, the chapel at the east end of the dormitory
or infirmarywas unobstructedby a solid partition,although in some cases a screen, usually
openwork,defined the sanctuary.9
With English and French parallels in mind it seems possible to restore a two-storied
chapel at the east end of room 6-7, runningfrom the east wall of the unit westward to the
9 A general overview of hospices and hospitalsis supplied in Gilchrist 1992. This article groups hospitals
into four types: leper hospitals,almshouses,hospices for poor wayfarersand pilgrims, and institutionsfor the
sick poor. It is assumed that the Corinth example falls most closely into the third group. A bibliographyis
supplied (op.cit.)on pp. 116-118. For specific examples other than those discussed in Gilchrist'sarticle, see
Fletcher 1950, pp. 429-430 for a general listing,especiallySt. Mary'sHospital, Chichester,plan, section, and
view (p. 424: E, F, and G) and the Hospital at Beaune, an elaborate French example (p. 496), founded in
1443. See also Gibb n.d., for the almshouse of SS. John at Sherborne, the charter for which is dated 1437;
Hoskinsn.d., for the hospitalof WilliamBrowne,Merchant,at Stamford,Lincolnshire,built in 1475; Cromwell
Museum,p. 1, restored drawing of the monastic hospital of St. John the Baptist in Huntingdon, founded in
1160 to provide shelter for travelers(its original fabric is only partiallypreserved);and Robinson 1990, for
the hospitalassociatedwith Tintern Abbey (pp. 50-5 1).
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firsttransversearch of that room. No concreteremainsexist to supportthis restoration,but a
stratigraphicpeculiaritythatwas discoveredin thisareaduringexcavationmightbe explained
if the east end of room 6-7 had originallybeen designedas a chapel. The rebuildingof Unit 1
after the sack of A.D. 1312 did not include the rebuildingof the easternmostbay. Instead,
room 6-7 was shortened with a new east wall built against the west face of the piers that
supportedthe easternmosttransversearch of the room. The originaleast wall of room 6-7
was robbed of its stones down to foundationlevel, and the wall trench was sealed and then
troddenhardto form a gravelsurfacehomogeneouswith thatofthe open courtto its east. Thsouthwall of room 6-7 was preservedas a low terracewall and as a foundationfor a light wall
to servein the restorationof Unit 5. It appearsthatwhen the easternmostbay ofroom 6-7 was
dismantled,the partywall between Unit 1 and Unit 5 was also destroyed,to be reconstructed
thereafter as a much lighter wall, probably not supporting a roof. This open corridor,
however, was closed at its west end by a new doorway that maintained limited circulation
here. In other words, the area that may have been the chapel for Unit 1 before 1312 was not
restoredto its originalform but insteadbecame an extensionof the open court east of Unit 1.
UNIT 2
During the excavationsof 1994 two distinctchronologicalphases were distinguishedamong
the components that form Unit 2 (Fig. 7). The earlier phase is representedby the church
at the southeast corner of the unit and by the tile-paved rooms to its west. These are
designated A, B, C, and D in the 1994 report.10 The second phase starts with a very
shabbyreconstructionof rooms A and B, and possiblyalso room C, over the tiled floors and,
thereafter,the abandonment of rooms A and B with a more substantialreconstructionof
Unit 2 north of the church. This year more evidence was unearthedfor both phases.
THE BYzANriNEPHASEOF UNIT 2

The plan of Unit 2 is a conflation of the Byzantine 12th-centuryand Frankish 13thcentury remains. The church, narthex, and rooms A-H and 1-3 are shown here in their
Byzantineform; rooms 6-9 are shown in their Frankishform.
The Byzantine 12th-centuryremainsthatwere exposed in the excavationof 1995 include
the segment, thirteen meters long, of the west exterior wall of Unit 2, which starts at the
southwest corner of the building. Farthernorth no such remains exist because the 1931
excavation of the south forecourtfor the present archaeologicalmuseum removed all strata
of the Frankishand Byzantineperiods in the area.II
A vaulted subterraneanchamber stands against the west wall of Unit 2, between ca.
1.35 m. and 2.42 m. north of the southwest corner of the building (P1.5:a). It is bonded
into and projectsfrom the west wall. Although the vault of the chamber is now destroyed
where it had joined the wall, the wall and the vault probably had bonded, to judge from
the preservedjoint at foundation level. The interior of the chamber is not square; rather,
the north wall is 1.34 m. long while the south wall is ten centimeters shorter. From east
10
Williamsand Zervos 1995, pp. 11-15 and fig. 4.
' Corinth Field Notebook 117 (D. K. Hill), pp. 128-139, Notebook 129 (S. E. Freeman),pp. 56-78.
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to west the room varies between 1.07 m. and 1.00 m. in width. Its earth floor is 84.05 m.
above sea level, with its barrelvault risingto a maximum of 1.85 m. above the floor.
The chamberappearsto have been designedto be concealed and, tojudge from the very
rough and unfinishedtop surfaceof the masonry vault, once built, the room also seems to
have been purposefullyburiedunderthe Byzantinenorth-south road that ran along the west
side of the unit. Since the chamber apparentlywas meant to be invisible from the outside,
it would have been entered through a very low doorway in the west wall of room A. The
wall between room A and the chamber is only 0.20 m. thick; elsewhere it is about 0.62 m.
thick. No physical evidence now exists for the door, but the traces of closet walls on the
floor within the southwest corner of room A suggest that even from within the main part
of room A the doorway would have been hidden. The opening cannot have been much
taller than 0.45 m. because the elevation of the tiled floor within the closet of room A is
at +85.45 m., and the top of the soffit of the vault is at +85.90 m. The vaulted chamber
appearsto have been built as some sort of secret room, perhapsfor the storage of valuables.
When discoveredthis year, however, the chamber clearly showed that it had been entered
through the east end of the vault, perhaps when the Byzantine monastic rooms 1, 2, and
3 were being dismantled,and had remainedopen for some time well afterthe monasterywas
abandoned.
(Figs. 2, 7)
The Frankishrebuildingof Unit 2 appearsto have been limited to the area north and
immediatelynorthwestof the church. The rooms of this phase have been assigned Arabic
numerals,with rooms 1-3 probablyforminga specialapartmentor living and workingspace.
Rooms 1-3 protrude from the south side of the Byzantine monastery. They are part
of a building that predated the Frankishphase, and they seem to have formed a quasiindependentelement. Even in the Byzantineperiod, the rooms may well have been separate
from the monastic complex proper. In the Frankishperiod the case is clear: the Frankish
transformationof Unit 2 dismantled the north wall of room 3 and extended the space
northwardby about four and a half meters through what had previously been the south
wall of the monastery. This new design absorbedthe whole area that previouslyhad been
occupied by room C. An accumulationabout 0.27 m. thick covered the original tile floor
of room C before a new north wall was built againstthe south face of its originalnorth wall.
The new wall was unperforated,and it completely blocked the door that had been in the
original wall. Circulation between the north and south rooms was discontinued because
the two spaces became functionallyindependent of each other in the Frankishphase; in
addition, the ground level of the court north of room 3 (areaF) was raised to a height of ca.
+85.54-85.62 m., while the tile floor of room C that lies at +85.03-85.012 m. just south
of the door was raisedonly ca.0.25-0.28 m., establishinga differencein elevation of 0.24 m.
or more between the Frankishlevel north of the blocked door and the area to the south.
THE FRANKISHREBUILDING OF UNIT 2

RoomD andArea4 (Figs.8, 9)
As in area F, the Franksalso raised the floor level in room D and made an enclosed
cemetery of it. This is called area 4 in its Frankishguise.12 Thus the extended north end
12

Williamsand Zervos 1993, section, fig. 4, p. 13.
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of room 3 was surroundedon three sides by high ground that could have been reached only
by steps. Even disregardingthe lack of evidence for such features, no evidence exists for
a doorway in the north or east wall or for a passagewaybetween the northern extension
of room 3 and the narthex of the church.
The interiordimensionsof area 4 are 4.48 m. north-south by 5.38 m. east-west. The
Frankishroom uses the north, south, and east walls of Byzantine room D. A new west wall,
ca. 0.70 m. thick, was built upon the stratum of earth (0.27 m. deep) that had until then
accumulated over the tile floor at the east side of room C. The new space made out of
room D became a self-containedcemetery after the introduction of a thick earth fill that
raisedthe ground to ca. 85.54-85.60 m. (Fig.9).
In the original Byzantinemonastery,the floor of room D was slightlybelow that of the
narthex. Access from room D to the church was through a well-builtdoor with a marble
threshold in the party wall room D shared with the narthex. In the Frankishphase the
doorway was altered by a block-and-rubbleconstruction,the southern half of which is still
preservedone course high on the originalthreshold. This rubblefoundationapparentlywas
meant to support a reset threshold, now missing. The reestablishmentof the threshold at
approximately0.42 m. above the originalthresholdis attestedin the south face of the north
jamb, where a horizontalgroove was hackedacrossthejamb surfaceby an adze. Apparently
the north end of the replacement thresholdwas meant to fit into this groove. The raised
thresholdwould thus have been at the correctheight for access from the newly raisedfloor of
the narthex into the Frankishcemetery establishedin area 4.
More than 38 personswere interredwithin area 4, laid out with no specialaislesreserved
for circulation(Fig.8).13The skeletonsrangefrom those of prematureinfantsto young adults
between 18 and 20 years old. Two closelypacked groups of infants,buried canonicallywith
hands over chest, head at the west, were found close to the west wall. In fact, all the primary
burials were fully extended, each with arms crossed over the chest and with legs parallel.
Most of the skeletons were oriented east-west; those which were not, except for one at
the center of the room, were laid close to the north-south walls and took their orientation
from the architecture. Some of the primaryburials had mixed with them the bones from
secondaryburials,but only grave 10 contained more than one secondaryburial.
Commonly the corpses,childrenincluded,had their heads securelypositionedby a rock
at each temple. Some also had a stone on the upper chest, apparentlyfallen there after
decompositionof the body made the stone no longer functionalas a prop to keep the lower
mandible in place. Note especiallygraves 1995-7, 1995-9c, 1995-lOe, 1995-1lb, 1995-13,
1995-17b, and possibly,1995-18a. Also, skeleton 1995-14 in room 6 (p. 25 below)was found
to have been buried with a chin rest. It was the custom to cover the head with a whole
or a broken tile, sometimes also to cover the body; none of the burials, however, had been
fully protectedby roof tiles.
Among the objects that were recoveredfrom dry-sievingthe fillswithin the grave shafts
were wick holders that were used with glass lamps, one sphericalbronze button, two small
13

Area 4 is stillunderexcavation,but a craniumcount as of August 1995 indicatesthat at least 32 individuals
were buriedthere,while unexcavatedgrave shaftsindicatethat a minimumof at least 6 more individualsshould
be anticipated. Only a few skeletonswere extensivelydisturbedin their graves or redepositedbecause of reuse
of the shafts.
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bone dice (probablyfromthe classicalperiod),and glass. Over 362.25 kilogramsof fragments
of roof and paving tiles were recovered;this weight does not include the tiles that were used
as burialcovers. Not much glazed potterywas recoveredin comparisonto the large amount
of coarse and semicoarse pottery. Even so, almost nothing mends into a half pot or even
into large sherds. From all the shaftsdug this year, the full profile of only one matt-painted
pitcherhas as yet been mended, and that from small sherds. The lack of mendable ceramics
suggests that little, if anything, was deposited as a grave good; nothing supports the idea
that there was a custom here of ceramic burial offerings. It may be differentfor the coins
recovered from area 4: 19 were recoveredfrom the various shaft fills and 2, 1995-433 and
1995-434, from within a thin stratum that directly overlies the shaft fills. Of these coins,
1 is an unidentified classical Greek bronze, and 3 are Middle Byzantine, issued between
A.D. 1042 and 1204. The other coins, except for one, fall within the 13th century. Four of
those, 1995-410, 1995-413, 1995-432, and 1995-436, were minted in 1280 or later. The
single 14th-centuryexception is coin 1995-433, minted by Philipof Savoy between A.D. 1301
and 1307.
Covering the grave shafts and the earth into which the burials were dug was a thin
stratumof earth with a heavy admixtureof pottery;coin 1995-433 came from this fill. The
volume of earth was 0.64 cu. m., all removed from the northeast corner and along much
of the north wall of area 4. About 10.62 kg. of coarsepottery, 1.64 kg. of cooking wares, and
2.44 kg.of glazedwareswere recovered;the glazed materialincludesfragmentsfrom 1 brown
and 3 green metallic-warepitchers,sherdsfrom an archaicMaiolica pitcher,fragmentsof 5
Protomaiolicapots, more than one third of the rim of a Veneto-ware wide-flaringsaucer,
along with 5 other Veneto-warepots, including 1 clear-glazedbowl on a brown fabricand 1
green-glazedbowl decoratedwith manganesepaint;more local waresseem to be represented
here than is usual in a deposit from the end of the 13th century,includingat least 6 sgraffito
bowls typical of that period. It is the Veneto wares that especially suggest that the deposit
might be from an accumulation of pottery broken in the disaster of A.D. 1312 and that
thereafteronly a few more burialswere made within area 4. This chronologyis suggestedby
the recovery of sherds from within the grave shafts that form joins with sherds from the
stratumimmediatelyoverlyingthe gravesand coveringmost of the same shafts. Two graves
thus far seem to fall into this category: grave 1995-6, at the southwestcorner of area 4, of a
child whose head was coveredby a tile at surfacelevel, and grave 1995-18, which apparently
disturbedan earliergrave when the later individualwas laid to rest.
Although the evidence is not conclusive,it appearspossiblethat, afterinterment, at least
some of the graves were lit by glass lamps. Numerous fragmentsof glass ring feet, handles,
and rims, as well as three complete or nearly complete wick holders, have been recovered
from the variousgrave shafts. Fragmentsof at least 1 bronze and 1 iron wick holder,the only
one in this materialyet identifiedfrom Frankishlevels, were recoveredfrom the strosisthat
sealed the grave shafts of area 4. This is the first documented occurrence at Corinth in
the Frankishperiod of the possible continuance of the Early Christian custom of placing
a lightedlamp on a grave.14This observation,however,shouldnot be used as an established
fact without more excavationand study.
14
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6. Bronze wick holder
P1.6:a, top right
MF-1995-36. L. 0.049, W of strap 0.008-0.01,
Diam. of end of wick holder 0.0045 m.
From grave 1995-5.
Flat, beaten bronze band bent at one end into
narrow tube to hold wick. Trace of wick remains
therein. Bent into exaggerated S-shaped profile,
with the fullerbody of curve designed to be fastened
over lip of glass lamp, tubular end in oil holding
wick.

Forthe type of glasslamp with which these holders
are used, see Williamsand Zervos 1993, nos. 18-23,
pp. 23-25, figs. 6, 7.
A second example comes from grave 1995-13,
another from over a grave in the northwest corner
of area 4, NB 881, p. 1; a third was found in grave
1995-18 (P1.6:a, top left and bottom). Variousother
fragments, including pieces from the stratum that
directlyoverliesthe grave shafts,are of bronze, except
one (not illustrated),which is made of iron.

Unit2, Northof theChurch
(Fig.7)
The most extensive remains of the Frankishmonastery lie immediately north of the
church (P1.5:b). They include rooms 5 through 9. The plan is clear; the function of the
rooms, however,is less easilydiscerned,in part because most of the walls now are reduced to
their foundationsand, in places, remain only as foundationtrenches. As a result of the state
of preservation,evidence for doorwaysand for circulationpatternsbetween rooms has been
lost. The furnishingsand everyday artifactshave been found slightlybetter preserved,but
here, too, the destruction of the building appears to have been sudden and total. Later
searching among the tiles and fallen wall blocks scattered much of what had been sealed
on the floor by the collapse of the building.
Rooms 1-3 may be part of the monasteryas well, but as stated above, these rooms may
form a unit that served only an ancillaryfunctionwithin the Frankishcomplex. Area 4 also
appears to have been ancillaryto the Frankishmonastery. Although earth was brought in
to convert the Byzantine remains of room D into area 4, and thus to make a small walled
cemetery,that cemeterywas used to bury a few men, more women and infants.
Byzantine room or court E-F was partitioned by a north-south wall and staircase,
leaving half the room outside the monastic structure;the eastern part became Frankish
room 5.15 This new north-south wall may have been the entrance fasade of the Frankish
complex, but fourmetersto the west ofthat fa~adeis a heavy,roughlycircularfoundationthat
probablywas used to supporta large millstonefor grindinggrains. Unfortunately,the floor
level within room 5 of the Frankishcomplex rose higher than other floors of the monastery
and, as a result,that surfacehas been destroyedby later habitationand plowing activity.
Room 6 lies immediatelyeast of room 5; this is a two-meter-widecorridorthat extends
more than seven meters toward the north, where it now disappearsinto unexcavated fill.
It is enteredthroughits southwall from the narthexof the church. A large gray marbleblock
0.98 m. square is positioned purposefullyat the north side of the doorway as a precaution
againstwear (Fig.8). Its top is at +85.20 m., its sidesgoing at least 0.30 m. into the underlying
fill of the originalfloor of the corridor. No trace of doorwaysis preservedwithin either the
east or the west wall. Restorationof a connectionwith room 5 on its west flankdoes not seem
at all likely because the difference in floor level between the two spaces would have been
impossibleto negotiate without a flight of stairs.
15 Figure 7 shows the condition before partitioning. Figure 2 shows the condition after partitioning,with
the dividingwall and staircase.
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The corridor has two distinct occupation levels, the lower floor at +85.20 m., at the
height of the marble paving within the narthex and the block north of the doorway. The
upper floor is preservedat +85.50 m., and even though thirty centimetersof fill was added
over the originalfloor duringthe alterationof the corridor,the originaldoor into the narthex
continued to be used. A curved Hymettianmarble block, reused from some Early Imperial
Roman monument, was droppedonto the lowerfloorjust north of the door at the time of the
alteration(Fig. 7). It served to contain the fill added north of the curved marble block; this
block then became the step that allowed one to ascend from the lower floor just north of
the narthex door to the higher floor of the corridorfarther north. In both phases burials
were made along the corridorbut without so much as a markeror flat stone slab over any of
the shallow grave shafts.
Fourintact graveswere unearthedthis year within the corridor;three were found buried
under the original floor, and one was buried from the upper corridor level. In 1992 one
other grave was found here, with fragmentsof a second cranium within the grave shaft.
That cranium appearsto go with a set of unarticulatedhuman bones deposited around the
feet of the skeleton in grave 1995-15, which abuts the 1992 grave. The 1992 skeleton was
laid out north-south along the east wall of the corridor,with skeleton 1995-14 along the
west wall. This year skeletons 1995-1 and 1995-15 were found with head to the west, body
crossingthe width of the corridor.The fourthskeleton, 1995-2, laid from the upperfloor,was
orientednorth-south in the middle of the passageway.Each of the skeletonsthat was laid out
north-south had its head at the south end of its shaft. This is also true of the gravesin area 4,
except for the two skeletonslaid againstits west wall. Three of the skeletonsfound this year
in the corridorhad their heads held on either side by a field stone, a device that we have seen
was used commonly in area 4. The skullof 1995-15 was without rockprops when excavated
but may originallyhave had stone supports;it apparentlywas displacedwhen grave 1995-14
was dug and its skullbecame an impedimentto the intermentof the later corpse.
A second corridor,laid out adjacent to the east wall of the first, broadens from about
2.30 m. close to the church to 3.00 m. in width at eleven meters north of the church (Fig. 7).
One cannot yet tell how far north this corridorextended, for like the corridorto its west, it
now disappearsinto unexcavated earth. The party wall between passageways6 and 7 is
0.65 m. thick; its foundation descends to a depth of +84.75 m. The socle is not stepped,
unlike the walls of the Byzantineparts of Unit 2 west of the church. A doorway may have
been built at the very south end of the partywall between the two corridors,just east of the
squaremarble block that is set into the corridorfloor of room 6. Here the wall is destroyed
down into the foundation, as though a marble threshold has been removed at this point.
Such a door would have allowed passage from the roadway east of Unit 2 into the paved
court east of the church and along the north wall of the church itself, over the missing
threshold,through the north door of the narthexand into the church.
No indicationsexist in the floor of room 7 that this passagewaywas used for burials. It is
more domesticin characterthan is the corridorto its west for,apparently,cabinetsor shelves
once stood along its wall or walls. One such cabinet might be restored against the south
end of its east wall, where today a light rectangularstone foundation about 0.60 m. square
projectswestwardinto the corridor.There is a depressionin the clay floor 1.35 m. north of
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this pier foundation where the stones of a second pier, of about the size of the first, may
well have been laid. These possible remains for the sides of a built cabinet are within one
or two meters of the findspot of the broken glass drinkingcups and glass lamps that were
recoveredin 1992.16 In the publicationof this pocket of glass sherds it was stated that the
glassutensilsprobablyservedthe occupantsof the monasteryand that the lamps functioned
as lights for the church. A number of lamps similar to those already recovered from the
corridorwere found this year duringexcavationin area 4, shatteredon the surfaceearth and
at the top of the grave shafts. It may be that those glass lamps were purchased from the
stock stored along the corridorof room 7 for use over the graves.
The whole of room 8 was excavated during the 1995 season. Its companion, room 9,
was cleared as well, except for its northernmosttwo and one-half meters. These rooms
are not rectangularbecause their north wall does not run at right angles to the side walls.
Room 8, if measuredalong its west wall, is 8.60 m. long; room 9 is 6.80 m. long, if measured
along its east wall. The east wall of room 9 is also the east exteriorwall of the unit, against
which runs a solidly compacted north-south roadway. Along most of its length the wall is
preservedto a height very slightlybelow orjust above floor level but without evidence that a
doorway ever existed that would allow directcommunicationbetween room 9 and the road.
Much tile destructiondebris was found still lying on the floor of both rooms 8 and 9,
along with pockets of wall debris. Disturbeddebris overlaidthe party wall between the two
rooms. When the debriswas removed,much of the partywall was found to have been robbed
even of its foundation blocks. At about the midpoint of the line of wall were found three
fallen poros voussoirsand one wall block with its concave face carryinga typical Byzantine
wall-crownmolding. The voussoirshave a concave soffitthat appearsappropriatein radius
for an arched lintel of a doorway. The wall crown originallymay have been built into the
apse of the church of Unit 2 and later reused as an ordinarybuilding block by the Franks
in their constructionof the wall between rooms 8 and 9.
Room 6 may have served as a cloisterlikepassage for the several burials within that
corridor.Room 7 appearsto have had a more domesticfunction,for glass drinkingcups and
lamps were stored, it is assumed, along the east wall of this corridor. One glazed pitcher,8,
was also found on the floor there. The two wider rooms east of the corridors,rooms 8 and 9,
appearto have had a domesticstoragefunction. Both a matt-paintedlocal storagecontainer
with three handles, 16, and a heavy-walled, matt-paintedamphora, 17, were recovered
here, as well as a number of coarse and glazed pitchers, 8-10, and bowls, 11-15, but no
cups. One cooking pot, 18, was recovered from the debris with few other cooking-ware
sherds. The absenceof animalbones in the debrissuggeststhat the roomswere not dedicated
to cooking and eating, as were rooms 2 and 8 in Unit 1, which had hearthsand a noticeable
debrisof animal and birdbones on the floor. Rooms 8 and 9 of Unit 2 may have servedmore
16

Williams and Zervos 1993, pp. 22-29, lot 1992-77. A second similarpocket of glass was found in 1994
farthernorth in the same corridor,also crushedonto the earthfloor. See potterylot 1994-4, with coins 1994-641994-67, the latestof which are one Latinimitative(A.D. 1204-1264), one of WilliamVillehardouin(A.D. 12501278), and a Frankishbronze of Philip of Tarentum(A.D. 1294-1313) (Williamsand Zervos 1995, p. 44).
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for storageand doling out suppliesand provisionsthan for everydaydining by a large group
(see pp. 38-39 below).
Rooms7-9
Potteryfrom
The pottery removed from the destructiondebris within Unit 2 overlyingthe floors of
rooms 7, 8, and 9 cannot be used as conclusive evidence for identificationof the functions
of those rooms. Partsof the three rooms are too disturbedto guaranteea precise picture of
the activitiesin this quarterof the monastery.Some of the best-preservedceramicsrecovered
are presentedin the followingcatalogueas 7-18, but other pots recoveredhere also preserve
large portions of their mended wall or profile. The pots that were returned to storage
uncataloguedrepresentforms and fabricsalready common to the excavation area around
Units 1 and 2.
The picturegatheredfrom an examinationof the debrisover rooms 7-9 suggestseither
that major looting or searching of the ruins occurred after the destruction of the unit, a
processwhich stirredand removedmuch of the resultantdebris,or that a large percentageof
the recovered sherds never belonged to the occupationalassemblagebut rather came from
the mud-brickand wall debrisnot pertinentto this study. All destructiondebriswas sieved.
On the floor at the middle of room 8 was found a circulararea of burning that produced
an especially heavy concentration of sherds of 13th-centurydate (8-17). Once mended,
the pots showed that large numbersof those sherdswere burnt after the pots were broken:
numeroussherdswere distinctlydiscoloredby fire, and some were close to black;other sherds
directlyjoining the blackenedfragmentspreserveno trace at all of discolorationby fire.
CATALOGUE:POTTERY FROM UNIT 2. ROOMS 7-9
7. Archaic Maiolica pitcher

P1.7

C-1995-1. Est. H. 0.195 (or slightly more), max.
Diam. of body 0.1 12, approx.Diam. oflip 0.095 m.
Room 7 (corridor),floor at north end.
Medium hard, light pinkishbuff clay with numerous tiny black inclusions,voids, rare white and red
inclusions. Between 7.5YR 8/4 and 5YR 8/4.
Pitcher missing lower body and base, also handle.
Ovoid body with maximumdiameterclose to bottom.
Continuous curve from base to lip, except for slight
offset at 0.04 m. below lip and just below point of
handle attachment. Handle rises verticallyfromjust
above maximum body diameter to lower two thirds
of neck.
Exterior body white slipped starting at ca. 0.025
and 0.04 m. from bottom. Three black lines at
maximumbody diameter,threemore on neck0.01 m.
below lip, connected by nine verticalgroups of three
lines, forming eight decorated vertical body panels

and one undecorated handle panel. Each panel
decorated with single row of horizontal brush dabs.
Brown dabs in first panel after handle, then panels
alternatewith green and brown dabs. Tin glaze on
exterior,more dilute on interiorupper body.
P1.7
8. Brown metallic-warepitcher,
grooved neck
C-1995-31. H. of neck and rim 0.09 m., est. min.
Diam. of neck 0.044, max. Diam. of lip 0.084 m.
Room 8, tile debris and overlyingstratum.
Fine, light-buff clay, rare minuscule dark inclusions, extremely rare small lime inclusions. Ca.
5YR 7/3.
Neck and handlefragmentofround-mouthedpitcher.
Narrowneck slightlywidens to point of attachmentof
handle, then for 0.022 m. upper neck rises vertically
with abrupt curve to almost horizontal lip. Vertical
handle, ovoid in section, with concave finger stroke
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along its outside. Handle flares in S-shape, turning
slightlydownwardto join neck at 0.03 m. below rim.
Vertical surface of upper neck decorated with a
fine spiralgroove. Monochrome siena-coloredglaze.
Exterior totally glazed; glaze on lip, interior of rim,
and inside upper neck.
Form unique in Corinth inventory.
9. Green metallic-ware,
round-mouthedpitcher

P1.7

C-1995-24. Max. p.H. 0.139, max. Diam. of body
0.095, min. Diam. of neck 0.044, est. Diam. of lip
0.07 m.
Rooms 8 and 9, tile destructiondebris;stone debris
in room 8.
Medium hard, grayish cream clay with minuscule
air holes, very fine minuscule black inclusions.
7.5YR 7/2.
Pitcher,missing foot, has biconical body with shoulder risingto double-groovedtransitionto tallcylindrical neckand quicklyevertedrim. Height fromgroove
to lip is 0.074 m. Verticalhandle, now missing,rises
from maximum body diameter.
Exterior green glazed, applied on rim of interior;
fire-scarredjoining sherdsshow that pitcherwas broken before it was burnt.
10. Pedestaledpitcher, fragment
P1.7
C-1995-32. Max. p.H. 0.113, min. Diam. of
pedestal 0.04, max. Diam. of body ca. 0.12 m.
Room 8, tile destructiondebris.
Medium hardclay,pinkishcreamon exterior,more
greenish on interior. Clay under exterior surface
5YR 7/3 to ca. 5YR 8/1.5.
Pitcherfragmentmissingfoot, lower pedestal, shoulder to lip, and handle. Pedestalis lightlyribbed,supports wide ovoid body with joint of pedestal to body
articulatedby slight rib. Groove around upper body
just above maximum diameter.
Clear glaze inside and out, slightlyyellowedwhere
applied heavily. For clay and glaze that are possibly
related, see 12. Ivory ware (?).
11. Archaic Maiolica bowl, floor fragment
P1.7
C-1995-25. Diam. of foot 0.078 m.
Room 8, tile destructionover floor.
Rough, buff to gray-buff clay, frequent fine-tocoarse voids, very small sandlikeblack inclusions.
Near 10 YR 7/3, where not fire scarred.

Bowl with flaringring foot, squaredbearing surface,
flat undersurface;very wide-flaringlower body wall.
Two black lines cross at right angles over center of
floor and terminate under rim; each line in turn
crossedby shortlines in groupsofthree. In each quarter of floor is green-glazedleaf with encirclingstem.
12. Clear-glazedbowl with verticalrim

P1.7

C-1995-30. H. 0.059, Diam. of foot 0.081, est.
Diam. of lip 0.155 m.
Room 8, stone collapse,tile destructiondebris,and
overlyingfill.
Slightly hackly,light-buffclay, pinkish tan at surface. Some small dark inclusions, very few large
inclusions of lime. Core lighter than lOYR 7/4,
surfaceca.5YR 7/8 and pinker. Grayishwhite slip.
Flaringring foot, grooved at joint with body, interior
foot wall concave, foot carefullypotted and appliedto
wide ovoid body. Body flares to carinationat height
of 0.035 m.; rim risesverticallyto squaredhorizontal
lip 0.006 m. thick. Wide grooving on exterior face
of verticalrim. Incised line on interiorfloor defining
medallion 0.046 m. in diameter. Second incision
at edge of floor where rim rises vertically. Interior
completely clear glazed with greenish hue. More
dilute clear glaze over lip and on outside of rim, very
diluteon outsideof body,ring foot, and undersurface.
Combination of form of foot and grooved rim
makes this bowl unique in the Corinth inventory.
Ivory ware (?).
13. Ivory-warecarinatedbowl
with flaringrim

P1.7

C-1995-34. H. 0.039, Diam. of foot 0.056, Diam.
of lip 0.17 m.
Room 8, destructiondebris on floor.
Hard, buff clay with numerous minuscule to very
smallair holes. Rare minusculedarkparticles,very
rare sparklinginclusions. 7.5YR 7/4.
Bowl with low ring foot, horizontal resting surface.
Lowerwall of bowl flaresca. 20-30 degrees to carination; upper wall almost vertical, curve continuous to
slightlytapered, wide-flaringrim. Inside, very slight
ridge at edge of floor, articulatingtransitionto lower
wall;anglebetweenwall and wide-flaringrim. Upper
surfaceof rim slightlyconcave.
Clearglaze on interiorand exterior,going greenish
yellow where more heavily applied (interiorfloor).
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14. Local green-paintedsgraffitobowl
C-1995-27 a-c. H. 0. 112, Diam. of foot 0. 102, est.
Diam. of lip 0.24 m.
Room 8, tile destructiondebris.
Medium fine, light orangish brown to light-gray
clay, frequent fine voids, rare fine white and gray
inclusions. 5YR 6.3/3.5.
Bowl with vertical ring foot, concave undersurface.
Hemisphericalbody with flaringrim, continuingwall
thickness and line to rounded lip. Slightly wheel
ridged inside and out. Thin buff slip on interior,
over lip, and drippingonto upper exterior. Sgraffito
decoration: two lines crossedat right angle on center
of floor, rising to below rim. Lines flanked on both
sidesby parallel,scallopedlines. Sgraffitolooped line
on interiorof rim below lip. Green-paintedband on
lip and inside of rim. At least two dabs of green paint
on interior body of bowl. Interior and lip covered
with clear glaze in olive hue.
P1.8
15. Local(?)green-glazedsgraffitobowl
C-1995-26. H. 0.083, Diam. of foot 0.078 m.
Room 8, tile destructiondebris.
Moderately fine clay fired light brown to gray,
frequentpores, fewer fine black inclusions. 19YR
5/3 to near 7.5YR 5/4.
Bowl with heavy ring foot and convex, very slightly
nippled undersurface.Wide-flaringovoid body with
heavy wall and rough surface;wall wheel ridged on
exterior,less on interior. Body carinatedat height of
0.067 m.; rim 0.0 17 m. high rises with slight inward
cant, rounded lip.
On interior floor incised zigzag forms circle ca.
0.06 m. in diameter, second zigzag incised on floor
ca. 0.03 m. below rim, third incised wavy line on
inside wall of rim. Glossy green, bubbled glaze on
interiorto lip.
16. Matt-paintedstoragejar with
plastic decoration

P1.8

C-1995-29. Est. H. 0.51, max. Diam. of body
0.329, max. Diam. of rim 0. 12, Diam. of lip 0.1 15,
max. W. of handle 0.068 m.
Rooms 8 and 9, tile debris; stone debris over
room 8, red earth-filled pocket at west side of
room 9.
Soft, greenish cream clay; medium to small, sharp
mudstone inclusions, few air holes, almost no
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sparkling inclusions. Very slightly darker than
2.5YR 8/2.
Large ovoid storagejar with dimpled bottom. Maximum diameterof body at height of ca. 0.31 m. Low
verticalneck, ca.0.04 m. high, below outward-folded,
vertical rim 0.018 m. high, folded down onto neck
wall;rim contractsslightlyto lip; interiorwall behind
rim concave. Three vertical strap handles 0.068 m.
wide are placed equidistantone from the other, rising fromjust above maximum diameter to attach on
neck. Single thin bands of clay rise from lower third
of body to neck wall between handles, pinched to
containerwall. Body wheel ridged. Lower third totally undecorated; remainder decorated with mattpainted spirals. Painted spiralsdiscontinuousbut arranged in three rows, one set at mid-body,one set at
maximum diameter,and one set on shoulder. Mattpainted lip; handles decorated with diagonal brush
strokes.
A second, very fragmentary example comes from
bothros 1995-7 (lot 1995-29).
P1.8
17. Matt-paintedstorageamphora
C- 1995-23. Max. p.H. 0.375 (missinglower body),
max. Diam. of body 0.28, Diam. of lip 0.065 m.
Rooms 8 and 9, tile and destructiondebris.
Hard, fine pinkishbuff clay with numerous voids;
rare,minusculedark(mudstone?)and larger,lightbuff inclusions. 7.5YR 5.5/4.
Amphora with ovoid body, maximum diameter at
shoulder; heavy walled; low, narrow vertical neck
0.054 m. tall; flaring rim, tapered lip. Two vertical strap handles 0.064 m. wide with double finger
depressionsrunning down straps. Handles attach to
bodyjust above maximumdiameterand at mid-neck.
Amphora is self-slipped;matt-painted decoration
in black on shoulder between handles, in the form
of two pairs of long, vertical brush strokes. Pairs
meet at topjust below neck and at bottomjust above
mid-body,interlacedby cross-hatching.
Amphora is badly fire scarred, burnt after being
broken.
Not locally manufactured.
P1.8
18. Stewpot with everted lip
C-1995-22. H. 0.21, Diam. ofbodyO.226, restored
Diam. of lip 0.162 m.
Largelyroom 9, tile and wall debris.
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Cooking-fabricclay,red brown to brownishblack,
with fine to small sphericaland small to medium
white inclusions. From core of 2.5YR 5/6 to 5YR
5/3.3 and 7.5YR 5/2 on surface.
Stewpotwith flattenedbottom, wide ovoid body with
relatively straight-flaringmid-wall; shoulder curves
into neck and out to short, almost horizontal, unar-

ticulated rim, all in continuous profile; rim slightly
beveled on interior at top. Wall ca. 0.004 m. thick.
Two short vertical strap handles 0.038 m. wide, attached at bottom of shoulder curve and at top of
shoulder.
Traces of fire scarringafter the pot was broken.

THE SQUARE BETWEEN UNITS 1, 2, AND 3
A portionof a majornorth-south roadwayca.3.15-3.40 m. wide, which in the 12thand early
13th centuriesapparentlyled directlyto the base of Akrokorinthos,was acquiredin the later
13th centuryas a privateyard againstthe west flankof Unit 1. The wall that had defined the
west side of the road became the enclosurewall for the west side of the unit. A gate, of which
only the thresholdhas been found preservedin the 1995 excavation,was erected across the
thoroughfare,which until then had been unobstructed(Figs.3, 10; P1.4:b). The erection of
a gate at the north end of this strip of land is evidence that the road was definitely made
private. This theory is reinforcedby the purposefulcovering of the road metal during the
constructionof Unit 1 with a fill as deep as 0.40 m., which made rooms 10-13 of Unit 1
somewhatbasementlike.Once blocked at its north end, the long, narrowstripof land south
of the gate was used for the disposal of garbage, among other things. Two large bothroi,
Pits 1994-5 and 1994-7, that were dug into the underlyingroad metal bear witness to the
change. The conversion of the roadway into privately held land drasticallychanged the
traffic pattern here. Because the old Byzantine line of circulation toward Akrokorinthos
was now blocked, traffichad to be divertedinto the east-west passagewaybetween Units 1
and 2; from there one passedinto the graveledcourt east of Unit 1, and only thereaftercould
one continue southwardthroughit towardthe lower slope of Akrokorinthos.
The rebuildingof Unit 3 towardthe east and its infringementonto the streetnorth of the
gate cramped access to the gate itself. To maintain its access, the hospice contracted the
northwestcorner of its propertyand laid out a jogged roadwayat the expense of the hospice
garden (Fig. 10). The west garden wall of Unit 1, as laid out in this modified form, starts
northwardfrom the northwestcorner of room 9 (Fig. 3). At 4.90 m. north of that corner,
however, the wall angles to the east for two meters. Thereafter, the garden wall resumes
its northwardcoursefor 4.10 m. At 9.40 m. north of room 9, the wall makesan angle toward
the east;this segmentis 7.65 m. long. Then the gardenwalljogs and terminatesat a doorway
that abuts the northwest corner of room 1 of Unit 1. Apparently the occupant of Unit 3
either took priorityover the hospice and its needs, or the eastwardexpansion of Unit 3 into
the streetwas made before the garden of Unit 1 was planned or could be laid out.
A paved drainwith an interiorwidthof 0.20 m. can be seen crossingthe Frankishroadway
north
of the Frankish-periodgate west of the hospice garden. This drainalreadyexisted,
just
but it was altered after the constructionof that gate. Variousfills associatedwith the drain
provide good evidence that Unit 1, or its garden at least, was laid out in the third quarterof
the 13th century. Two bothroi, pits 1995-5 and 1995-6 (Fig. 10), suggest that the earlier
phase of Unit 3 ended in the third quarter of the 13th century and that its replacement,
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10. Strip against west side of Unit 1: plan of the Frankisharchitecturalremains of the second half of the
13th century and Frankishbothroi

which expanded so inconvenientlyinto the roadway,came soon thereafter. Other fills also
supplychronologicalevidence for both phasesof Unit 3.17 The drainoriginatedjust south of
17

Potterylot 1995-19, constructionfill along the sides of the extended drain, dated within the third quarter
of the 13th century. The Veneto-waresherdsfrom the fill that covered the drain slabs and those found under
the road metal associatedwith the gatewaydate the constructionof the gate and its use fillsto the last quarterof
the 13th century;see pottery lot 1995-1. For evidence of the abandonmentof the early phase of Unit 3, see
Sanders 1987, pp. 160-162. Again, Veneto rouletted ware brings the date of final dumping to the end of
the 13th century.
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Unit 3, issuing from a building on the west side of the street and dischargingbeyond the
east side. Once thejogged gardenwall was builtalong the east side of the street,however,the
original east end of the drain was sealed off and the course of the drain was changed by
an extension along the west wall of the garden. The drain turned around the northwest
corner and then flowed towardthe east, where it opened onto the public graveledcourtyard
north of the garden.
Of special interestis a fragmentaryenamel-paintedglass beakerrecovered from the fill
north of the threshold blocking the road; it is to be associatedwith the constructionfill of
the gateway.
P1.6
19. Enamel-paintedglass beaker
with shield device
MF 1995-7. Est. Diam. of body fragment0.044 m.
and flaringwider.
Cylindrical,colorlessglass beaker wall with enamelpainted decoration on exterior: Shield topped by
yellow horizontal bar, below which is field defined

by gold edge, filled with alternatingdiagonal stripes
dexter, four red, three gold. Red and blue floral
designon each side ofshield aroundtwo smallcircular
dabs of pale green encircled in white coiling lines.
For general type, see Baumgartnerand Krueger
1988, pp. 148-160, esp. no. 104, late 13th-early
14th century.

During the past two seasons at least seven Frankishbothroi have been isolated and
excavated west of Units 1 and 2. Most had been dug through the Byzantine road metal
of the area; two that were excavated in the 1995 season were dug through the ruins of
Unit 3. These attest to a pattern of use here that postdates the roads. The pottery and
coins recoveredfrom the pits under discussionrange from the mid- 13th down into the early
14th century. Two of the 1994 pits appear to have been filled after 1312, to judge from
the pottery. The discardedmaterialdoes not, however,descend far into the 14th century.
The digging of the bothroipostdatesthe dismantlingof the south exteriorwall of Unit 2
in its Byzantinephase. That wall served also as the north wall of the squarebetween Units 1
and 2 and as the south wall of rooms A and B. The wall was removed sometime near the
mid- 13th century,and its trench was then filled and sealed by a crustof road gravel.18 That
segment of the exteriorsouth wall of Unit 2 that had servedas the south wall of rooms A and
B (Fig. 7) was apparentlydismantledat the time when the western limit of the Byzantine
monasterywas moved eastwardby ten meters. Here the Franksbuilt a new complex around
the remains of the Byzantine church, which they also altered. The fills that can be used
to date the Frankishreconstructionof Unit 2 are from a lime pit and a series of stratabelow
the surfaceof the court of Unit 2 and its associatedstairwayover the Byzantine court E-E
These fillsare dated within the second quarterof the 13thcentury,perhapsdescendingto the
middle of that century.19
Apparentlyat some little time aftercompletingalterationson Unit 2, the Franksstarted
digging their garbage pits (Fig. 10). The pits are listed below in approximatechronological
order.20
18

The pottery from this wall trench is stored in Corinth pottery lot 1993-55. The lot is dated within the
firsthalf of the 13th century.
19 Potterylots 1994-27 and 1994-29. See Williamsand Zervos 1995, p. 14 and note 19.
20 For the 1994 and 1995 coins
see appendixes,Williamsand Zervos 1995 and pp. 40-55 below.
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1. Pit 1995-6 (lot 1995-27), north of Unit 3, in the field west of the north-south roadway (stripwest of Unit 1).
Latestpottery: green-paintedearly Frankish,brown-paintedearly Frankish,no imports.
Coins: 1995-330, Manuel I, imitation(afterA.D. 1143)
1995-331-1995-334, 1995-336-1995-340, ByzantineLatin imitatives(1204-1261)
1995-335, Ottoman
Date: into the 1260's;contamination,Ottoman coin.
2. Pit 1994-6 (lot 1994-53), dug immediatelynorth of Unit 4.
Latest pottery: more than 25 12th-centurydecoratedsherds, 18 fragmentsof early Frankishwhite-slipand
ochre drip-glazedplates, 2 green drip-glazed,4 Protomaiolicapots with blue decoration, 1 gridironbowl with
blue chevrons, 1 archaic Maiolica.
Coins: 1994-179, illegibleGreek
1994-181, Greek Imperial
1994-187, illegibleFrankish
1994-195, illegible
1994-196, Nicephorus III (A.D. 1078-1081)
1994-197, St. Martin of Tours (13th century)

1994-198,Turkish(A.D. 1566-1574)
Inventory: C-1994-39, Protomaiolicabowl with blue chevrons; C-1994-40, early Frankishgreen-painted
sgraffito;C- 1994-90, amphora; C- 1994-41, stewpot with tall, straight-flaringrim, after mid-13th century;
MF-1994-10, iron cross.
Date: early third quarterof 13th century;contamination,Turkishcoin.
3. Pit 1995-5 (lot 1995-26), dug into Unit 3, firstphase.
Latestpottery: drip-glazedbowl, Protomaiolicawith blue decoration,RMR Protomaiolica.21
Coins: 1995-314, Manuel I (A.D. 1143-1180)
1995-316, Byzantine
1995-317, Louis IX (A.D. 1240-1270)
1995-318,ManuelI (A.D. 1143-1180)
1995-319, Constans
Date: third quarterof 13th century.
4. Pit 1994-5 (lot 1994-13), dug into the north-south roadwaywest of Unit 1, room 10.
Latest pottery: Protomaiolica, including chevron-decoratedbowl, brown drip-glazed. Contamination,
1 sherd of blue-on-blueMaiolica, firsthalf of 16th century(fortype see Conti 1980, no. 237).
Coins: 1994-126, Louis IX (A.D. 1240-1270)
1994-128, Roman
Date: third quarterof 13th century, 16th-centurycontamination(1 sherd).
5. Pit 1994-7 (lot 1994-59),within roadway,west of room 9, Unit 1.
Latestpottery: Protomaiolica,archaic Maiolica, metallicware, Zeuxipposware, Veneto ware.
Coins: 1994-137, CharlesI Anjou (A.D. 1246-1285)
1994-143, Roman, probablyRepublican
Inventory: C- 1994-93, Protomaiolica gridiron bowl with blue chevrons; MF-1994-66, iron buckle;
MF-1994-65, copper button.
Date: third quarter,possiblyinto early fourthquarter,of 13th century.
6. Pit 1994-4 (lot 1994-60), dug into the roadway,near the southeast corner of Unit 4. This is close to, but
distinctfrom, the fill of lot 1994-55, which dates the constructionof Unit 4. (See Williams and Zervos 1995,
p. 11.)
Latest pottery: Protomaiolicabowl with gridiron pattern, archaic Maiolica, Veneto ware, metallic ware,
Padonna ware or variant thereof,glazed cookingware.
Coins: 1994-101, Latin imitative,type F (afterA.D. 1204)
1994-114, Guy II de la Roche (A.D. 1287-1308) (Tsamalis)
21

For RMR Protomaiolicasee Sanders 1987, pp. 170-1 7 1.
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1994-115, Byzantine,Manuel I (A.D. 1143-1180)
1994-116, 1994-117, illegible
1994-118, Byzantine (A.D. 1080-1085)
1994-119, Roman
Date: into 14th century,possiblyafterA.D. 1312.
7. Pit 1995-7 (ots 1995-29, 1995-30), dug into the roadway.
Latest pottery: green-and-brown metallic ware, Protomaiolica gridiron plate, archaic Maiolica, white
Maiolica, green Veneto ware, glazed cooking ware.
Coins: 1995-365, Byzantine,John II (A.D. 1118-1143)
1995-371, Philip of Tarentum, imitative(afterA.D. 1294)
1995-172, House of Constantine
1995-373, ConstantiusI, Caesar (A.D. 293-305)
Date: into 14th century,possiblyafterA.D. 1312.

Unit 4 appears to have been built in the late third or early fourth quarter of the
13th century;it may have gone out of use at the end of the centuryor in 1312. Tojudge from
the evidence from bothros 1994-6 north of the unit and from the stratigraphyslightlyfarther
west, it was the area north of Unit 4 and beyond the limitsof the Byzantineroadwaythat had
been used as a dumping ground in the earlierFrankishperiod.
From the evidence of pits 1995-5 and 1995-6 one can also say that Unit 3 in its first
Frankishphase went out of use within the earlythirdquarterof the 13th century.The fill that
covered Unit 3, published by Sanders in 1987, appears to be slightly later than the third
quarter;associatedwith it were a coin of CharlesI ofAnjou (1278-1285) and a small amount
of Veneto rouletted ware.22 The Protomaiolicais also of the late type with its chevrons
and other decoration executed only in brown paint glaze. The abandonment date could
be placed at the end of the centuryor as late as A.D. 1312.

NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE TEMENOS OF TEMPLE E
The following study supplements the original excavation report (1965) of the Frankish
complex at the northwest corner of the precinct of Temple E, some 100 meters from the
church of Unit 2 (Figs. 1, 2).23
One, possiblytwo, houses of the Frankishperiod are only partiallyexposed;the elements
of the western house include a paved court (II in Anderson 1967, fig. 2) and three rooms (I,
III, and IV, also in fig. 2), while at the east there seem to be in place the outer walls of another
house. The two are linked by an east-west wall, no. 2 (loc. cit.). A circular foundation,
probablyfor a grindingmill, is about three and a half meters south of the linkingwall. The
complex was dated by the excavator,quite generally,to the Frankishperiod. The purpose
now is to add a greater degree of precision to the original report. Two coins, one from
the foundationsof the mill and the second from a pit under the wall that links the houses,
provide some additional evidence for the general chronology, as does a reexamination of
the pottery from the stratifieddeposits. The pottery also provides an independent means
22
23

See Sanders 1987, pp. 162 (coin), 174 (roulettedware).
Anderson 1967, pp. 1-1 2, pls. 1-6. I would like to thankJ. Bakerfor the initialmanuscriptof this section.
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for dating the constructionand use of the western house, for the complex appears not to
have been constructedall at one time.
THE MIDDLE BYzANTINE PHASE

Four Byzantine graves are set into strataof Roman and Byzantine occupation.24 The
pottery of these levels is suggestiveof the 11th and earlier 12th centuries. The fills of the
graves themselves yielded pottery of a similar chronologicalrange.25 This phase includes
activity prior to and in preparationfor the building of the western house. Grave 2 was
disturbed, and the head of the skeleton was displaced. Presumablythis was done by the
builders of the house, since the fill over the grave supportedfoundationsfor the walls that
dividedthe southernrooms of the house.26Inside the buildingonly the floor at the southeast
corner of room IV remained undisturbedthrough later times. The pottery incorporated
into a packed floor level here dates from the 11th to the firsthalf of the 12th century.27
FRANKISHPHASE,INTOTHEMID-I3TH CENTURY

Elsewhere under other walls the fill contained sherds that can be dated to the late
12th and into the second third of the 13th century.28The walls of the court and the three
surroundingroomswere erectedupon this early-to mid-13th-centurymaterial. The western
wall of the easternhouse presumablywas also constructedat this time, but it was not removed
by the excavatorsfor autopsy.It rests upon a wall that forms part of the underlyingRoman
complex. The wall must have been constructedbefore the late 13th century because the
fill that served as the ground level outside the houses accumulatedagainst it.
FRANKISH PHASE, LATER I 3TH CENTURY

All activities that occurred after the house and associated ground level were put into
place can be dated within the later 13th century.The mill was built, with its foundationsunk
through the ground level and deeper. Its top layer of foundation stones stood up to a few
centimetersabove the ground level. This suggeststhat it was contemporaneous,or nearly
so, with the firstoccupationof the house. When it was dismantled,the foundationof the mill
was found to contain Byzantinesherdsas well as a coin of William II Villehardouin.29
24

Anderson 1967, fig. 3, graves 1-4.
25 Corinthlot 2600, lot 2602, lot 2609 from grave 1, lot 2573 from grave 2, and lot 2583, the disturbedfill of
grave 4. Corinth lot 2600 contains green-and-brownpainted ware (cf. Corinth
XI, pp. 72-75, group I). The
latest pottery from lot 2609 is sgraffitogroup II (Corinth
XI, pp. 120-123). Lot 2583 contained undecorated
white wares, group II (Corinth
XI, pp. 56-57), and a chafingdish of brown-glazedware (Corinth
XI, pp. 36-42).
26
Lot 2585, grave 2: Corinth
XI, undecoratedwares, white ware, darkgreen glaze, 1Ith century.
27 Lot 2572: six white-warepieces (second half of the 11th century),one green-glazed cup fragment with
red biscuit(firsthalf of the 12th century),and stewpotswith triangularrims. The stratumis probablybest dated
as later 11th century and into the firsthalf of the 12th century.
28 Lot 2586, fill from under the partywall between rooms III and IV:design close to Corinth
XI, fig. 61, p. 83,
group II of 13th-centurygreen-and-brownware. Lot 2578, fill from under the east-west wall, sgraffitoware of
the late 12th and early 13th centuries. Lot 2596, fill from underthe outer walls of room IV: cf. Corinth
XI, p. 80,
group IV of 13th-centurygreen-and-brownware (arge and ungainlyspirals),now dated before the last quarter
of the 13th century.
29 Coin 65-786, Edwards,no. 4 (Corinth
VI, p. 152),which Metcalf(1983, pp. 67-69) dates from the 1250'sto
the 1270's.
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The digging and filling of the pit that lies between the eastern and western houses is
the next attestableactivity.A generalstratumlies south of the wall linkingthe two houses, yet
it appearsnot to have existedbeneath the wall or to the north of it. Thus, the pit need not be
contemporaneouswith the initial spreading of earth that established a floor level outside
the houses. Probablythe pit was covered with some adjacent soil in order to re-create the
general aspect of the floor outside the house. This idea is supportedby the evidence from
the linkingwall itself,which restssome 0.40 m. above the bottom levels of the outsidewalls of
the houses it connects;nor does it bond with the two house walls.
The contents of the pit, both its pottery and the coin, indicate that the wall and the
pit should postdate the constructionof the two houses.30
Outside the house levels, materialwas found in situthat reaches into the 15th century.
Above the floor of the easternmostspace, room IV of the westernhouse, was found a pocket
of 13th-centurywares;nothing there appearsto be as late as the last half of the century.31
UNITS 1-5: CONCLUSIONS
FrankishUnits 1-5 were constructedon the hillside into which the south end of the West
Shops of Roman Corinthhad much earlierbeen built;those shops originallydemarcatedthe
western limit of the forum. The three southernmostbasement rooms of the West Shops
were still inhabited in the 13th century and even today have their vaulting intact, but in
the Frankishperiod the shops, along with the five units behind them, were no longer at
the center of the city. Rather, by the late 13th century they were among the buildingsthat
articulatedthe western edge of the urban settlement.
Except where Unit 4 lined the north side of a roadway that led westward into the
countryside,the land west of Unit 1 servedas a dumpinggroundfor domestic refuse. Unit 3
protrudedinto the northeasterncorner of this undeveloped area, which apparentlyspread
around the ruined podium of Temple E. One isolated architecturalcomplex stood over
the northwestcorner of the temenos of the temple, beyond the temple podium and about
100 meters northwestof Unit 3; although these structuresare now poorly preserved, they
probably should be identified as a Frankishresidence and farm complex that was in use
contemporaneouslywith Units 1-5 (Fig.2).
A series of observations should be made about Unit 1 before one draws any final
conclusions about the Frankishbuildings southeast of Temple E. The constructionphases
and dated deposits associatedwith these units will, it is hoped, offer a tentative chronology
that will place that archaeologicalarea within a more significant,largercontext.
Unit 1, as it now stands, was not constructed all in one piece. It has already been
suggested that rooms 1-3 and the corridor south of room 3 formed a discrete original
structurepredating the adjoining rooms and that they should be isolated because of their
orientation,which is at variancewith that establishedfor the rooms to the south, rooms 4, 5,
30

Lot 2569: green-and-brownpainted ware, Zeuxippos IB, Protomaiolica,and one rim sherd that may be
white Maiolica, perhaps late 13th or early 14th century in date. Coin: Charles of Anjou, Provincial coin,
Edwards,no. 40 (Corinth
VI, p. 157),provisionaldate A.D. 1246-1288.
31 Lot 2571: painted sgraffito,incised wares, champleve, and 13th-centurysgraffito.
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and 6-7 (Fig.3; P1. 1:a).32With the whole of Unit 1 now cleared, it seems probable that the
originalcomplex was designedas a simplerectanglewith a centralcourt,which was modified
by the imposition of rooms 1, 2, and 3 and the corridorupon the northeast corner of the
original rectangle. Such a conclusion appearsprobable because of the realizationin 1995
that the only general access from the outside to the court and interior rooms is by means
of the corridor between rooms 3 and 4. The corridoris an integral part of the fabric of
rooms 1-3, however,and its orientationis that of those rooms ratherthan of rooms 4, 5, and
6-7 to the south. If one assumesthat rooms 1-3 were constructedbefore the rest of Unit 1,
then the corridorwould have been superfluousto the design of the freestandingthree-room
unit, unless the corridorhad been originallyconstructedas a staircase. If the corridorhad
been designed as a staircase,then in the final design access to the second story would not
have been by stairsbut, probably,by ladder or some device that has left no archaeological
trace. If, however, rooms 1-3 and the corridorwere an alteration to the unit, then one
can posit an originalentrance,possiblya corridor,that was destroyedin the modification.
If rooms 1-3 and the corridorare a modificationto an originalstructure,then the built
pit within room 2 becomes a more easily explained feature.33 It can be identifiedwith the
firstphase of the unit, constructedalong the outside face of the originalnorth wall of Unit 1
ratherthan built within the northwestcorner of the added room and filled during the life of
the building. Such a theory explains why the hearth was built over the mouth of the pit
in room 2. The pit would have been external and would have stood in the earlier phase
against the original foundation of the exterior north wall of the unit. This type of storage
pit finds parallelsin other pits built against the exteriorfoundationsin Units 1 and 2. The
reconstructionof Unit 1 by the additionof rooms 1-3 and the corridorshould be considered
to have been made only a few years before the Catalan attack in A.D. 1312. The paving
in the interiorcourt of Unit 1 may have been laid at this same time.
The form of room 8, as it appears in the current plan (Fig. 3), is also the result of an
alteration,probablymade at the time when rooms 1-3 were added to the northeastcorner
of the unit. The original kitchen here has a tiled floor and a low Frankishhearth against
its northwall;but the space is small, and thus the tiled floor underliesonly the westernhalf of
the kitchen in the later form of room 8.34 The enlarged kitchen is as much as six meters
longer, east-west, than the original one. The later kitchen also has an east wall at a slight
diagonal to the north and south walls of the room.
If this presentation of the building phases is accurate, then one might ask why the
alterationswere made. Three large rooms were added or at least built to replace what
may have been smaller spaces in the northeastcorner of the unit. If the original unit had
been a rectangle, the new plan gained a large new space in room 1 and additional width
for the second room, 2. Room 4 may have been widened at the same time since after the
alterationits northwall followsthe orientationof rooms 1-3 and the corridor,with buttresses
apparentlyadded to its side walls. These buttressesmay be part of the alterationbecause
they do not bond with the fabricof the walls againstwhich they are built. Also, the kitchen
32
33
34

Williamsand Zervos 1992, p. 141.
Williamsand Zervos 1993, deposit in room 2, pp. 15-17, fig. 2.
Williamsand Zervos 1994, p. 33, fig. 8.
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of room 8 seems to be an enlargementof the kitchen it superseded. Evidence of this sort
suggeststhat Unit 1 was redesignedto serve a largerpublic.
The possibility also exists that the alterationsrepresent a change in the function or
purpose of the unit. Room 2 is a kitchen with a two-valvedwindow in its east wall. Food
could be passed through it to persons standing in the square outside, while the feeding
of the occupants within the hospice could be handled from room 8. In fact the doors of
rooms 1, 2, and 3 all open onto the eastern, public square. Rooms 1 and 2 definitely do
not connect directlywith the inner court. The west wall of room 3, largelyrobbed of its stone
foundation, may have had a door connecting that room with the court, a conclusion that
is now impossibleto ascertain. Room 3 was used as a forge, if one judges from the ash deposit
and the amount of iron slag and waste found there. This, perhaps,is an inappropriatefacility
to be offered in a hospice; perhaps once built, the room was rented, in order to produce
income, to someone whose work was unrelatedto the hospice.
In 1309 the Hospital of St. Sampson at Corinth was put under the Hospitallersof St.
John by order of Pope Clement V The identificationof Unit 1 as the Hospital may help
explain its most salient features.35 The archaeologicalremains that have been excavated
since 1990 southeast of Temple E seem to correspond to the literary evidence. First, not
much before the sack of Corinth by the Catalans in A.D. 1312, Unit 1 was altered by the
addition of rooms 1-3 and the corridor,as well as, apparently,the enlargementof room 8,
a kitchen that in an earlier, smaller form had already been in service. These alterations
may have been made by the Hospitallersto make the hospice of St. Sampson conform to
their specific needs or mission, perhaps adding service for the poor and sick who were not
housed within the hospice itself. Second, Unit 2, in its originalform a Byzantinemonastery,
underwent a radical change from its first design to the plan that existed at the time of
the destructionof the unit in 1312. Its whole Byzantine west wing was abandoned after
rudimentaryalteration;in the 13th centurythe Franksrebuiltthe unit with rooms stretching
northward. The door that had led from the narthex into the Byzantine monastery now
was used for access to a smallgraveyard.Althoughthe originalchurch had been designed as
a burial place for a few people, attested by one arcosolium in the south wall of the nave
and another built into the west wall of the narthex,36in the Frankishperiod the building
was used much more extensivelyas a burial church. This is attested not only by the new
use of the plot west of the narthex and the more concentrated use of the narthex itself as
burial grounds but also by the burialsin the corridorthat leads northwardfrom the north
door of the narthex.
No conclusive archaeologicalevidence exists that Unit 1, the hospice, had a church
or chapel within its walls, but if it did have one, the logical place would have been at the
east end of room 6-7, where it would have served the very sick who were unable to rise
from their infirmarybeds. Thus, it is likely that the primary function of the church of
Unit 2 had been reduced by the end of the 13th century to one of burial chapel, used by
the hospice when necessary,and that the unit had connected with it storage space for those
35 Delaville le Roulx 189f-1906, IV, no. 4875. See also Littrell 1970, app. r, pp. 381-382. I thank Guy
Sandersfor this reference.
36
Williamsand Zervos 1992, p. 137.
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hospice supplies that could be allocated to outbuildings. Therefore, Unit 2 was probably
not a canonical monasteryin the Frankishperiod and at the time of the Catalan sack was
most likely functioning as a burial chapel with subsidiaryservice rooms on its north flank.
Althoughcertainpartsof this overalltheorymay be modifiedby continued excavationin the
northernsectorof Unit 2, it might also be postulatedthat Unit 1 was under the control of the
Monasteryof St.John that stood at the base of the rise below Units 1 and 2.
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APPENDIX:COINS
(PLATE9)

Excavationof the Frankishcomplex, now in its seventh season, produced this year 256 stray
coins as well as a smallhoard of Ottoman silvers.37Only the straycoins will be consideredin
this report. Of the total number of stray coins found, it has been possible to identify 214
pieces. Most of these coins come from relativelyyoung strata,which explains, as it did in
the past seasons of excavation in the same area, the better than average ratio of readable
coins to the total number recovered: better than 83 percent. (In the preceding six years
the ratio has fluctuated between 86 and 75 percent.) In their majority the coins are, as
usual, poorly preserved, often resultingin problematicor incomplete readings. Advice in
deciphering coins, rare and otherwise, came from several colleagues. I am in their debt.
Special thanksalso go to Stella Bouzaki,Corinth Conservator,for coordinatingthe delicate
task of coin cleaning.
The coins included in the Cataloguefall into the followingcategories:
Greek .........
Roman .........
Byzantine..........110
French.........
Venetian.........
Turkish .........
Modern Greek .........
Frankish.........
TOTAiL.........

8
30
(29 Latin)
8 (1 seigneurial)
4
12
1
41 (10 imitations)
214

Their dates range from the 4th centuryB.C. to the 19th centuryafter Christ.
A word about the StratigraphicList: The coins listed come from various rooms of
Units 1 and 2 excavated this season. Also included are the coins from room F, collected
in the preceding season but excluded for technicalreasonsfrom last year's report. As usual,
the StratigraphicList uses pottery lots and excavation basketsto facilitate reference to the
Corinth records.38 "Pocket"is my own term for matter collected in one or more baskets
from which generallyonly coins have been inventoried.

The coins in the hoard, 105 silver aqches, were in various stages of corrosionwhen found and are now
being cleaned. Of the ten pieces so far read, 4 are of Mehmet III (1595-1603) and 6 of Ahmet I (1603-1617). I
am indebted to Kenneth MacKenzie for these readings.
38 Notebooks nos. 845, 847, 854, 863, 864, 869, 874, 875, 877, and 879.
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THE FRANKISH COMPLEX: STRATIGRAPHIC LIST
Chronology: 13th to 14th centuryafter Christ
UNIT 2: AREA DIRECTLY NORTH
OF THE CHURCH

I. DESTRUCTION

ON

95-29
95-299

V. ToP CRUST

ToP OF FLOOR, ROOM7

92-269
94-44
94-45
94-46
95-15

Lot 1994-9 (Baskets19* 20*)
Maurice
Gratian
Isabelle41

Pocket(Basket45)
W Villehardouin

II. RocKFALL
ON ToP OFTiLE

93-250

DEBRIS,

No. (41)
(34)
(122)

VI.

Pocket(Basket18*)
French or Frankish42

IV.

DESTRUCTION

DEBRIS

ON

ToP

8

AND 9

Lot 1995-17 (Baskes172, 173)
Late Roman
Alexius I

No.

-

43

VII. ToP USE

FLOOR NORTH OF EAST-WEST

COMBINED AREA:

94-216

ROOMS

STEP,

F-G44

Lot 1994-19 (Basket37*)
ConstantiusII

No. (21)

No. (98)
VIII. MIDDLE

OF FLOOR,

Lot 1995-14 (Baskets55, 58, 114)
No. 99
Philip of Tarentum

USE FLOOR NORTH OF EAST-WEST

STEP, COMBID

(30)

ROOM8
95-28

No. 93
54
95

Theodore Ducas
W de la Roche

UNIT 2: AREA NORTHWEST
OF THE CHURCH

No.

SECTION)

Lot 1993-48 (Basket38*)
W. de la Roche
Late Roman
Maurice

8 AND 9

FILL BENEATH FLOOR, ENTRANCEWAY BETWEEN

95-359
95-374

SECTION)

AND

Isabele43

ROOMS

ROOM 7

9

Lot 1995-16 (Basket169)
95-353
95-355
95-358

No. 86

III. CLAY WASH ON ToP OF FLOOR AND BENEATH
ROOM 7 (SourH
DESTRUCTION
DEBRIS,

93-262
93-263
93-264

DIRECTLY BENEATH

ENTRANCEWAY BETWEEN ROOMS

Lot 1992-77 (Basket16*)40
No. (89)
Philip of Savoy

(SOUTH

OF FLOOR

DESTRUCTION DEBRIS, ROOM

(NORTH SECTION)39

No. 99
98

"
W. or Guy II de la Roche

94-232
94-233
94-249

AREA:

ROOMS F-G

Lot 1994-20 (Baskets43*, 46*)
lot 1994-19)
(beneath
No. (72)
Late Byzantine
(72)
I
Manuel
(66)

39 The "northsection" of this L-shapedroom, or corridor,lies directlywest of the west wall of room 8. Its
"south section" runs along the north wall of the Church, extending eastward from the east wall of room 6.
See Williams'report, Fig. 7, p. 18 above.
40 Numbers of baskets excavated in past seasons but included in this StratigraphicList are marked with
an asterisk(*). The catalogue numbersof the coins involved (fromWilliams and Zervos 1993 on) are shown
in parentheses.
41
42

Counterfeit
coin.

Counterfeitcoin.
Counterfeitcoin.
44 The East-West Step mentioned in this and the following two stratigraphicunits (GroupsVII-IX) starts
just north of the southwest corner of the "platform"(stairwell)of room F, dividing the room into north and
south halves. The East-West Step also forms the southern boundary of the "use floors" and overlies the
"workingfloors" noted below (GroupsX-XV, etc.). See also Williams'text and plans in the preceding two
reports,Williamsand Zervos 1994, pp. 25 (fig.7), 30-31, and Williamsand Zervos 1995, pp. 12 (fig.4), 14-15.
4
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IX.

BOTTOM USE FLOOR NORTH OF EAST-WEST
STEP, COMBINEDAREA: ROOMS F-G

Lot1994-21 (Basket49*)
lot1994-20*)
(beneath
Late Roman

94-235
X.

(NORTH)

94-257
94-258
94-259
94-260
94-261
94-262
94-263
94-270
94-271
94-273

"

Corinth (Hadrian)
Anonymous follis
Manuel I
ConstantineI
Late Roman
Manuel I
Anonymous follis
French or Frankish45

No. (65)
(65)
(3)
(49)
(66)
(17)
(39)
(66)
(49)

ROS,

94-256
XII.

ROOMF

THROUGH BY LATE BoTH-

(NORTH

AND

94-290
94-291
94-292

Lot 1994-23 (Basket83*)
bsket 80)
(beneath
Alexius I
Manuel I
Anonymous follis

No. (58)
(66)
(52)

94-288
94-294

Lot 1994-23 (Basket88*)
basket83)
(bemeath
Early Byzantine
Anonymous follis

No. (43)
(54)

XIV. LIME Prr COVERED AND SURROUNDEDBY
ROOMF (SoumH)
BOrTOM
WORKING
FLOOR,
Lot 1994-24 (Basket84*)48
Alphonse (Toulouse)

No. (91)

XV. DUMPED FILLS COVERED BY LIME PIT AND
BoTToM WORKINGFLOOR,ROOMF (SOurH)

SouTH)6

Lot 1994-22 (Basket72*)
lot 1994-21)
(beneath
Manuel I

No. (66)

EARLY BoTHRos Cur THROUGH BY LATE
BOTHROSAND LYING BENEATHToP WoRKING FLOOR AND ON ToP OF ACCUMULATED
FILLS, ROOM F (NORTH)47

94-269

No. (23)
(66)

94-289

XI. ToP WORKING FLOOR, LYING BENEATHUSE
ONToP OFBOTTOMWORKING
FLOORS,
FLOOR AND Cur

94-275
94-276

Lot 1994-23 (Basket80*)
lot 1994-22)
(beneath
ConstantiusII
Manuel I

No. (39)

LATE BOTHROS SEALED BY BoTToM USE FLOOR,
CUTTING THROUGHUPPER WORKING FLOOR
AND EARLY BOTHROSAND LYING DIREcTLY
ON ToP OF ACCUMULATEDFILL, ROOM F

Lot1994-26 (Basket71*)
(benathlot1994-21)
Manuel I

XIII. BOTTOMWORKING FLOOR SEALED BY UPPER
WORKINGFLOORANDLYINGON To OF
DUMPED FILs, ROOMF (SouTH)

Lot 1994-27 (Basket74*)
lot 1994-22)
(beneath
Late Byzantine

No. (72)

94-299
94-300
94-301
94-302
94-304
94-305
94-306
94-311
94-312
94-313
94-314

Lot 1994-29 (Basket89*)
(beeathlots1994-23, 1994-24)
Late Byzantine
Manuel I
"
Constantine II
Greek (by fabric)
Manuel I
Late Byzantine
Manuel I
Arcadius
Late Byzantine
Manuel I

No. (72)
(67)
(65)
(19)
(66)
(72)
(66)
(37)
(72)
(65)

45 This coin is counterfeit,possiblyan imitationof a denier of PhilipAugustus,A.D. 1180-1223 (as Duplessy
176; Ed. 30).
46 The top working'floorextends over a portion of room G.
47 The bothros is situatedwithin room F but also extends over the west wall of the room and over the gap
(threshold?)in the west wall.
48
This pottery lot may possiblybe contaminatedby early-14th-centuryfills.
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XVI.

ACCUMULATEDFILLS UNDERNEATHDUMPED
FILLS AND ON ToP OF LIME-CEMENTFLOOR,
ROOMF (NORTH AND SoUTH)49

94-315

Pocket(Basket92*)
Valentinian I

94-331

Lot 1994-88 (Basket99*)
Manuel I

XVII.

FLOOR, SOUTHEASTCORNER, ROOM F

Pocket(Basket90*)
Manuel I
Pocket(Basket91)
basket90)
(beneath
Manuel I
Alphonse (Poitou)
Romanus I

94-298

94-295
94-296
94-297

No. (65)

No. (64)
(89)
(45)

ToP

OTHER FILLS ON

OF CLAY DEPOSIT, ROOM 6 (EAST AND

Pocket(Basket29)
Arcadius

95-77

Pocket(Basket35)
W Villehardouin
Basil I

95-93

No.

95-128

Pocket(Basket82)
(westhalf)
French or Frankish

No.

-

No. 86
26

FLOOR SOUTH OF EAST-WEST DRAIN, ROOM

95-98
95-101

Lot 1995-33 (Basket38)
W Villehardouin
Manuel I

13

No. 86
47

XXII. FiLLsDIRECTLYBENEATHFLOOR, ROOM1351
Lot 1995-34 (Basket37)
basket35)
(beneath
No. 87
W Villehardouin
95-97
48
Manuel I
95-104

WEST)50

Pocket(Basket57)
(westhalf)
(cut) French or Frankish

No. 22

FILL LYING UNDERNEATHLATE FRANKISH
RoAD AND ON ToP OF FLOOR, ROOM13

95-95
95-96
XXI.

JNIT 1: ROOMS 6 AND 13 AT THE SOUTH EN]
XVIII. DESTRUCTIONDEBRIS AND

OF LATEFRANKISH
RoAD COVERINGROOM13

XX.

SUPERIMPOSEDSTRATA BENEATHWORKING
FLOORSAND ON ToP OF LIME-CEMENT

No. 60

XIX. FiLLDREcTLY ON ToP

No. (31)
No. (65)

Pocket(Basket27)
Latin imitative

95-323

95-97
95-106
95-107
95-109
95-110

Lot 1995-34 (Basket40)
baskets37, 38)
(beneath
Hermione
Latin imitative
W Villehardouin
Latin imitative

No. 5
60
88
88
58

CATALOGUE
The following conventions are used in this catalogue: (1) silver and billon coins are indicated by numbers
in italictpe; (2) an asterisk(*)means that commentaryfollows at the end; (3) a double dagger (+)means that
the piece is illustratedon Plate 9.
The followingabbreviationsare used in this catalogue:
Periods(TheAthenian
theVenetian
theRomanthrough
Agora1I),Princeton
= M. Thompson, Coinsfrom
AgoraII
1954
49 The lime-cement floor,which has an elevation of +84.94 m. at the southeastcorner of room F, continues
underthe east wall into room E (room 5) to the east. This eastern extension of the floor was uncovered in
1993 and is referredto as the "lowerfloor"or "lowestfloor"of room 5 in my reportof that season;see Williams
and Zervos 1994, pp. 42-43, StratigraphicList, GroupsV and VI.
50 The north-south transversearch of room 6 is taken here as the boundary dividing the entire space into
west and east halves. For the associatedfills of the remainderof the room previouslyexcavated, see Williams
and Zervos 1995, p. 43, StratigraphicList, GroupsX and XI.
51 The floor mentioned in this and the preceding two stratigraphicunits (GroupsXX-XXI) was found only
to the south of the drain which runs east to west and divides room 13 into north and south halves or strips.
The section of floor to the north apparentlywas removed during the constructionof the drain, accounting
probablyfor the fact that basket 37 (= basket40) followsbasket 35, as noted above (GroupXX).
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= M. Amandry,Le nonnayage
desduovirs
corintisins
(BCH Supplement 15), Paris 1988
= G. E. Bates,A Byzantie CoinCollction,privatelyprinted,Boston 1981
P. Gardner,ed., London 1887
= A Catalogue
of th GreekCoinsin theBritishMuseum:Peloponnesus,
OaksCollection
andin tie WhittmoreCollection,
= Catalogue
of theByzanie Coinsin theDwmbarton
A. R. Bellingerand P. Grierson,eds., Washington,D.C. 1966deHuguesCapeta LouisXVI (987-1793) I, Paris 1988
royales
-J. Duplessy,Lesmonnaiesfanfaises
Duplessy
= K. M. Edwards,Coins,1896-1929 (Corinth
Ed.
VI), Cambridge,Mass. 1933
= FallenHorseman. The numberrefersto the principalvarieties(1-4) of the FallenHorseman
FH
type describedin LRBC,p. 108 and in RIC VIII, p. 38.
= C. Grandjean,"Lemonnayaged'argentet de bronze d'Hermione, Argolide,"RAIser.6, 32,
Grandjean
1990, pp. 28-55
andMone in th Byzantine
= M. R Hendy, Coinage
Empire,1081-1261, Washington,D.C. 1969
Hendy
c. 300-1450, Cambridge 1985
Economy
Hendy, Studies = M. F. Hendy, StudiesinByzantine
Monetagy
= R. A. G. Carson, P. V. Hill, andJ. P. C. Kent, LateRomanBronzeCoinage,A.D. 324-498,
LRBC
London 1960
= D. M. Metcalf, Coinage
Museum,London 1983
andtheLatinEastin theAshmolean
of th Crusades
M.
V, Paris 1983
"Maravielle" = S. Estiot, "Le tr6sorde Maraviele (Var),"Trisorsmon6taires
Venice/Milan 1893-1919
= N. Papadopoli,Lemonete
di Venezia,
Pap.
= N. Pere, Osmanlilarda
MadenfParalar,Istanbul 1968
Pere
= TheRomanImperial
H. Mattinglyetal., eds., London 1923-1994
RIC
Coinage,
= A. P. Tzamalis,<<Hip@tn nepto80o tou topvCot.o>>, Not?Xpov9, 1990, pp. 101-128
Tzamalis

Am.
Bates
BMC
DOC

GREEK COINAGE (8)
*1.
2.

13 mm.

400-146

B.C.

CORINTH
Pegasosflying r./Trident.
E - Caduceus

Ed. -

95-20
95-92
95-302

Same. Uncertain controls

14-11 mm.

+95-113

ROMAN EMPERORS
*3. 20 mm.

Domitian
81-96

A.D.

Head r./Male figurer.,
nude (Isthmus?)

cf. Ed. 99

95-51

ANONYMOUS ISSUE
4.

17 mm.

Early imperial

Poseidonhead r. COR/
Athlete r., with shield

Am., p. 245:L6

+95-56

OTHER GREEK STATES
PELOPONNESE

5.

16 nm.

Hermione
360-325 B.c.
(Grandjean)

(Demeterhead r. or 1.)/
E P Torch, in wreath

BMC 8

95-99
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GREEKSTATE
UNCERTAIN

6.

21 mm.

95-3

Head or bust r., male
(centeringhole)/Effaced

Imperial

ROMAN IMPERIALCOINAGE (30)
A.D. 276-282
PROBUS,

Rome

7. Ant.

A.D.

IOVICONSPROBAVG

281

B)
Jupiter 1. (Officina

"Maravielle,"
p. 97, no. 1007

95-87

HERCULES,A.D. 286-305
MAXIMIAN

Cyzicus

8. 21 mm.

A.D.

295-299

MILITVM
Prince, RICVI, 16b
CONCORDIA

95-86

A)
Jupiter (Officina
CONSTANTIUSI, CAESAR, A.D.

293-305

Uncertain
9.

GENIOPOPVLIROMANI

28mm.

cf. RIC VI, 24a

95-373

Genius 1. (Offwina
B)
CONSTANTINE
I, A.D. 307-337

Tcinum

10. 20mm.

A.D.

320-321

DN CONSTANTINI
MAXAVG RICVII, 140

95-295

Wreathwith VOT XX
S)
(Officina
Uncertain
11.

VN MREmperorr.

14mm.

CONSTANS, A.D.

cf.LRBCI, 1063

95-62

RICVIII, 128

95-290

337-350

Antioch

12. 19mm.

A.D.

347-350

FELTEMPREPARATIO
Soldier draggingcaptive r.
A, seriesstar)
(Officina

Uncertain
13. mm.

GLORIAEXERCITVSSoldiers, cf. LRBCI, 1056
one standard

95-372

14. 14mm.

VOTXXMVLTXXXinwreath cf.LRBCI,1150

95-319

CONSTANTIUS II, A.D.

337-361

Constantinople

15. 18 mm.

A.D.

351-355

FH3
FELTEMPREPARATIO

RIGCVIII,121

95-73

(Series,,)
Uncertain

16. 17 mm.

FH3 cf.LRBCII, 2026
FELTEMPREPARATIO

95-284
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JULLAN,A.D. 360-363

Rome
17.

13 mm.

(VIRT EXERCROMANOR)
Soldier, captive
CONSTANTIUSII

cf. RICVIII, 327

95-277
95-297

orJuLIAN

Uncertain
18.

16 mm.

SPES REIPVBLICEEmperor1.

95-292

GRATIAN,
A.D. 367-383

*19.

17 mm.

Thessalonica
367-375

A.D.

SECVRITASREIPVBLICAE
Victory 1. (Officina
B, seriesS,
star)
VALENTINIANII, A.D.

20.

24 mm.

Thessalonica
378-383

A.D.

RC IX, 27c(xxxix)

375-392

REPARATIOREIPVBEmperor, RIC IX, 37b
woman (Officina
B)
THEODOSIUSI, A.D.

95-80

95-46

379-395

Uncertain
21.

14-12 mm.

SALVSREIPVBLICAE
(or REIPVBLICE)
Victory,
captive (Symbolf or +)

cf. LRBCII, 2184

95-33
95-269

RIC IX, 59c(2)

95-77

ARCADIUS,A.D. 383-408

22.

19 mm.

Thessalonica
383-388

A.D.

GLORIAREIPVBLICE
Camp gate (Officina
r)
HONORIUS,A.D. 393-423

Uncertain
23.

14 mm.

SALVSREIPVBLICAE
Victory, cf. LRBCII, 2194
captive (Symbol p)

95-102

UNCERTAINEMPEROR

24.

23-10mm.

Uncertain
mint
FEL TEMP REPARATIO
(FH:type 3 or uncertain)
REPARATIOREIPVB
Emperor,woman
SALVS REIPVBLICAE
Victory, captive
VICTORIAAVGG
Victory 1.

95-244
95-293
95-347
95-21
95-270

VOT XX MVLTXXX
in wreath
Same
Cross (withor without
legend)
Uncertain type
Same

UNCERTAIN COINS OF SMALL MODULE, 11 MM. OR LESS (10)

95-291
95-298
95-305
93-103
95-283
95-296
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BYZANTINE COINAGE (110)
JUSTINIAN I, A.D.

25.

29 mm.

Antioch
A.D. 552-553

527-565

K ANNO 1.,XXI r.,

DOCI, 243

95-429

cross above
BASILI, A.D. 867-886

Constantinople
*26. 26 mm.
27.

29 mm.
(overstr.)

Two emperorsseated/
Inscription

Bates, no. 2875

Three emperors/
Inscription

DOC III, ii, 10

95-246

DOC III, ii, 25b

95-397

DOC III, ii, 26

95-393

DOC III, ii, 1

95-120

DOC III, ii, 8

95-68

DOC III, ii, 9

95-13
95-35
95-81

Christbust/Four-line
inscription
(DOCIII, ii, pp. 648 ff.,
Class Al, A2)

95-54
95-76
95-100

95-117
95-242
95-348
95-376

A.D. 1030-1042

Similar/Crosson steps,
inscriptionin angles

DOC III, ii, p. 676,
Class B

95-133

A.D. 1042-1050

Christfigure/Jeweledcross,
inscriptionin angles

DOC III, ii, p. 681,
Class C

95-430

Christbust/Patriarchal
cross

DOC III, ii, p. 694,
Class H

95-24

A.D. 868-870
A.D.

870-879

+95-96

RoMANus
I, A.D. 920-944
28.

22 mm.

Constantinople
931-944
Emperorbust/Inscription

A.D.

CONSTANTINE VII, A.D.

913-959

Constantinople
A.D. 945-950
Emperorbust/Inscription
*29. mm.(mutilated)
NICEPHORUS
II, A.D. 963-969

Constantinople
30.

27 mm.

A.D. 963-969

Emperorbust/Inscription
RoMANuSIV, A.D. 1068-1071

Constantinople

CR
31.

28 mm.

A.D.

1068-1071

Christbust/Cross with P A
NICEPHORUS
III, A.D. 1078-1081

Constantinople
*32. 28-22 mm. A.D. 1078-1081 Christfigure/Cross with C 4)
NA
(1, overstr.)
ISSUES
ANONYMOUS
A.D. 969-1030
*33. 23 mm.
(1, overstr.)

*34.

19 mm.
(cut down)

*35. 29 mm.
(overstr.)
36.

23 mm.

A.D.

1070-1075
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A.D.

1075-1080

Similar/Latincross

DOC III, ii, p. 696,
Class I

95-59
95-119
95-276

*38. 28-22 mm.
(1, overstr.)

A.D.

1080-1085

Similarbut cross behind head/
Cross on crescent

DOC III, ii, p. 700,
ClassJ

95-12
95-14
95-41

*39. 27-18 mm.
(2, overstr.)

A.D.

1085-1092

Christbust/Virgin figure

DOC III, ii, p. 702,
Class K

95-111
+95-115
95-131

37.

25-24mm.

ANONYMOUS
ISSUES
jMITATnONS)
Christbust/Inscriptionin four
or five lines (cf. Class A)

*40. 22 mm.

95-307

*41. Mule: Obverse Class D/Reverse Class C (blundered)

+95-43

I, A.D. 1081-1118
ALEXIUS

Thessalonica
A.D. 1092-1118
42. Tetart.
(2.57-2.34 g.)
43. Tetart.
(3.71-1.51 g.)

"

"

*44. Tetart.(?)

Christbust/Emperor bust

Hendy, pl. 8:7

95-262
95-264

C4
Cross M A/Emperor bust

Hendy, pl. 8:10

95-256
95-374

Mule: Obverse, cf. Hendy, pl. 2:21/
Obverse Hendy, pl. 8:10-11

+95-134
95-378

JOHNII, A.D. 1118-1143

Thessalonica
A.D. 1118-1143
*45. Tetart.
(3.18-2.65 g.)

Christbust or variety/
Emperorbust
MANUEL

Hendy, pl. 11:11

+95-42
95-365

I, A.D. 1143-1180

Thessalonica
46.

HalfA.D. 1143-1180
tetart. (3.06 g.)

(raisedfl)/Emperor bust Hendy, pl. 17:17

95-23

Unattributed
A.D. 1143-1180
*47. Halftetart. (2.96-0.64 g.)

48.

"
Halftetart. (2.59-0.96 g.)

"

/Similar
(Hendy, pl. 18:1)

St. George bust/Similar
(Hendy, pl. 18:3)

95-4
95-72
95-79
+95-84
95-101

95-318
95-352
95-354
95-380
95-389
95-406

95-40
95-55
95-58
95-104
95-263

95-265
95-314
95-362
95-363
95-399
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49.

"
Halftetart. (2.03-1.63 g.)

"

Christbust/Emperor figure
(Hendy, pl. 18:5)

95-78
95-122

95-313
95-361

50.

"
Halftetart. (1.86-1.47 g.)

"

Cross on steps/Emperor bust

Hendy, pl. 18:7

95-70
95-329

cf. Hendy, pl. 18:1

95-330

MANUEL I (imitation)

afterA.D. 1143
*51. Halftetart. (0.52 g.)

'l /Emperor bust

MANuEL I (clippedcoinage)

*52. Trachy

afterA.D. 1195

Christseated/Emperor
crowned by Virgin

Hendy, pl. 44:4

+95-37

ISAACII, A.D. 1185-1195

53.

Unattributed
HalfA.D. 1185-1195
tetart. (2.67-1.03 g.)

St. Michael bust/Emperor bust

THEODOREDUCAS (EMPIREOF THEsSALONICA),A.D.

Thessalonica
A.D. 1224-1230
54. Trachy
(flattenedand holed)

Christbust/Emperor bust

Hendy, Studies,
pl. 31:15

95-118
95-273

1224-1230
Hendy, pl. 38:8
(type G)

+95-355

UNCERTAINEMPEROR

mint
Uncertain
55.

Half-tetart.

56. Half-tetart.
(1, halved)

Bust (of Saint?)/Emperorbust

95-26
95-30

95-408
95-425

Effaced/Illegibleor
emperorbust

95-34
95-39
95-245
95-285

95-366
95-379
95-381
95-426

Hendy, pl. 25:10
(typeA)

95-286

Effaced/Similar(butfigure
in militarytunic)

Hendy, pl. 27:1
(type 0)

95-110

Virgin with Christ,seated/
Emperorfigure
(Hendy, pl. 29:1)

95-49
95-94
95-312
95-315
95-331

95-336
95-337
95-360
95-364
95-400
95-443

Christseated/Similar

Hendy, pl. 29:4

95-106
95-323
95-437

LATINIMITATIVE

57. Trachy
(flattened)
*58. Trachy

Constantinople
afterA.D. 1204
Virgin with Christ, seated/
Emperorfigure
"

"

Unattributed
afterA.D. 1204
59. Trachy
(1, flattened)

60. Trachy

"

"
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*61. Trachy
(halved)
62. Trachy

"

"

Virgin with Christ,seated/
Emperorseated

Hendy, pl. 29:7

+95-340

"

"

Christseated/Emperor bust

Hendy, pl. 29: 10

95-332
95-338

63. Trachy

"

"

Similar/Saints Helen
and Constantine

Hendy, pl. 29:16

95-439

"

Virgin with Christ,seated/
Emperorand St. Theodore

Hendy, pl. 29:19

95-25
95-442

"

Christor Virgin seated/
Two figures

Hendy, pl. 29:16
or 29:19

95-52
95-324

*64. Trachy
65. Trachy

"

UNCERTAINTRAcHEA

*66. 23 mm.

Christseated/two figures,between them
sword or long cross (?)

+95-391

67.

17 mm.

Haloed figureor bust/Emperor figure

95-316

68.

21-16 mm.
(1, halved)

Effaced/Illegibleor emperorfigure

95-64
95-339
95-422

FRENCH COINAGE (8)
Louis VIII or IX, A.D. 1223-1270
69. Den.

A.D.

1223-1250

+LVDOVICVSREX Cross/
+TVRONVS (or TVRONIS)
CIVI Castle

Duplessy 187
or 188

95-74
95-116
95-343
95-345

Louis IX, A.D. 1226-1270

*70. Den.

A.D.

1250-1270

+LVDOVICVSREX Cross/
+TVRONVS CIVIS Castle

Duplessy 193A

+95-60
95-317

Louis VIII, IX, or X, A.D. 1223-1270, 1314-1316
71. Den.

95-341

+LVDOVICVSREX Cross/

+TVROL( ) Castle
SEIGNEURL4L
CHARLEs I ANJOU, A.D.

72. Den.

A.D.

1246-1285

1246-1285

+K CO P Fl RE F Cross/
+PVINCIALISCastle
(withfleur-de-lis)

Ed. 40

95-275

Pap. II, p. 83,
no. 64

95-1

VENETIAN COINAGE (4)
AGOSTINOBARBARIGO,A.D.

73. Bi
(Tornesello)

A.D.

1486-1501

1486-1501

Cross/Lion of St. Mark
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UNCERTAINDOGE(imitation)

Cross/Lion of St. Mark
(Blunderedlegends)

*74. Bi or AE
(Tornesello)

95-2

IssuEs
ANONYMOUS
75. AE
(Soldo)

A.D.

76. AE
(Gazzetta)

A.D.1710-1721

1688-1691

ARMATAET MOREA

Pap.III,p. 940,

95-253

no. 105
CORF CEFALZANT

95-401

Pap. III, p. 942,
no. 119

OTTOMAN TURKISH COINAGE (12)
SELIMI, A.D.

*77. AE

1512-1520

Constantinople
1512-1520 Inscription/Inscription

A.D.

SULEYMANI, A.D.

78. Aqche

79. Aqche

95-83

Pere 209 var.

95-61

cf. Pere 254

95-254

1520-1566

Constantinople
1520-1566 Inscription/Inscription

A.D.

SELIM

Pere 152 var.

II, A.D. 1566-1574

Constantinople(?)
1566-1574 Inscription/Inscription

A.D.

MURAD III, A.D.

1574-1595

80. Dirhem

Baghdad
A.D. 1574-1595

Inscription/Inscription

Pere 286 var.

81. Aqche

A.D.

Serez(?)
1574-1595

Inscription/Inscription

cf. Pere 299

95-44

Pere 754

95-16

MAHMUD I, A.D.

82. Para

+95-249

1730-1754

Constantinople
1730-1754 Inscription(tughra)/
Inscription

A.D.

UNCERTAiNRULER

Uncertain
Mint
83. Dirhem

Inscription/Inscription

84. Aqche
(2, holed)

Inscription/Inscription

95-250
95-36
95-38

95-47
95-48
95-335

UNCERTAIN ISLAMIC COINS OF SMALL MODULE, 15-10 MM. (2)
MODERN GREEK COINAGE (1)
85. AE
(5 lepta)

A.D.

1849

BASIAEIONTHE EAAAAOE
Mark of value in wreath

95-6
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FRANKISH COINAGE (41)
PRINCES OF ACHAIA (26; 3 imitations)
Vn
WILLLAM

Corinth
afterA.D. 1250
86. AE
unit (1, bent)

ARDOUIN, A.D.

1245-1278

G P ACCAIE Long cross/
CORINTVTP Acrocorinthcastle
(Ed. 2)

95-15
95-27
95-45
95-95

95-98
95-105
95-349
95-435

87. AE
fraction

"

"

Similar/Similar

Ed. 3

95-97
95-350

88. AE
unit

"

"

G P ACCAIE Cross/
+CORINTI Genoese gate
(Crescents)

Ed. 4

95-63
95-82
95-107
95-109
95-444

+G PRINCEPS Cross/
+CLARENTIACastle Tournois
(Dots)

Ed. 6

95-31

+G PRINCEACh Cross/
+CLARENTIACastle Tournois
(Triangles,dots)

Ed. 7

95-300
95-409

Ed. 11

95-413

Ed. 12

95-53
95-132

Ed. 14

95-66
95-342
95-353

Ed. 16

95-50
95-387
95-433

89. Den.

Clarenza
1262-1278

A.D.

90. Den.
(1, bent)

"

"

I or II OF ANJOU, A.D. 1278-1289
CHARLEs
91.

Den.

Clarenza
1278-1283
(Tzamalis)

A.D.

+K R PRINC'ACh Cross/
+DE CLARENTIACastle Tournois
(Saltirestops, dots)

FLORENTOF HAINAUT, A.D.

92. Den.

Clarenza
1289-1297

A.D.

+FLORENS P ACh Cross/
+DE CLARENCIACastle Tournois
(Flower,dot, I)

ISABELLE VILLEHARDOUIN

93. Den.

Uncertain
afterA.D. 1297

Clarenza
1301-1307

A.D.

(imitations)

+YSABELLAP ACh (blundered)Cross/
+DE CLARENCIA(blundered)
Castle Tournois
PHILIP OF SAVOY,A.D.

94. Den.

1289-1297

1301-1307

+PhS D SAB P ACh Cross/
+DE CLARENCIACastle Tournois
(Lis,crosslets,dots)
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DUKES OF ATHENS (7)
1280-1287

WILLAM DE LA RocHE, A.D.

Thebes

95. AE

A.D.

fraction

1285-1287 +G DVXATETlESFleur-de-lis/
+ThEBECIVISGenoese gate

Ed. 21

95-358

(Tzamalis)

(Trefoilstops)

*96. Den.
(1,bent)

A.D.

ES Cross/
1287-1308 +G DVXATEVI
+ThEBECIVISCastleTournois,

(Tzamalis)

M. 769

95-432

(Al)

95-436

brokenannuli (Annulets)
WILLIAM

or GuY II DE LARocHE,A.D. 1280-1308

Thebes

97. AE

A.D.

fraction

1280-1308 +G DVXATETlESShield/
+TEBESCIVISCross

Ed. 22

95-410

Ed. 22

95-299
+95-351
95-370

Ed. 27

95-28
95-29

(Saltirestops, dots)
98. Den.
(2, cut or bent)

"

+GVIDVXATENESCross/
+ThEBANICIVISCasde Tournois

"

(Double stops, trefoils,V)
DESPOT OF EPIRUS (6; 4 imitations)
PHILIP OF TARENTUM, A.D.

Lepanto
A.D. 1294-1313

99. Den.

+PhS P TAR DESP Cross/
+NEPANTICIVISCastle Tournois
(Lis,saltirestops, dots, I)
PHILIP OF TARENUM

100. Den.
(cut or bent)

Uncertain
1294

afterA.D.

1294-1313

(imitations)

Legend (blundered)Cross/
+NEPANTICIVIS(blundered)
Castle Tournois

Ed.-

95-18
95-327
95-328
+95-371

M., p. 76

+95-19

BARONY OF KARYTAINA(1)
HELEN ANGELA, A.D.

1291-1299(?)

Unattributed
*101.

Den.

afterA.D.

1291

+hELENA DI GRA Cross/

S'F Castle Tournois
+CLARICTIA
(Annulets)
UNCERTAIN COINS OF "TOURNOIS" VARIETY (9; 7 CUT OR BENT)

(1)
(3)

NOTES
2.29 g. (P1.9).
Thisvarietyseemsto be unpublished.Weight
(IMPC)AE$(DOMITAVGGERM)Headr.,diademed....
Rev. (COL IVLFLAVAVG).... Male figurer., nude, holdinga rudder(?)in each hand.
Weight
6.99 g.
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(19)

(26)

(29)
(32)
(33)

(34)
(35)
(38)
(39)

(40)
(41)
(44)
(45)

(47)
(51)
(52)

(58)
(61)

II AND ORESTESH. ZERVOS
CHARLESK. WILLIAMS
This Corinthian issue is similar to Ed. 99 and BMC 984 except for the figure's reversed
orientation. The coin is unfortunatelytoo worn to illustrate.A better-preservedduplicate in
the Corinth Collection,Theater 1928-1545, will be includedinJ. D. Mac Isaac'sforthcoming
reporton the Theater coins of 1928.
The Thessalonicanbronzesof Gratianwith Securitas
generallyhave an undivided
-1zReipublicae
obverselegend. Coin 95-80 representsthe rarevarietywith dividedobverselegend. (Note.The
officinaB, on our coin, is not recordedin RIC.)
The abbreviation sign after +bASILIO on the coin's reverse (P1.9) is redundant, as the
"missing"finalS of Basiliosis given at the beginningofthe inscription'snext line (S CONSTATI)!
But the redundancymay have been deliberate.
of fragment,2.68 g.
This coin has been halved and its edge folded over. Weight
Coin 95-35 is overstruckon an anonymousfollis Class H.
Coin 95-100 is a Class Al follis overstruckof Nicephorus II, as DOC III, ii, p. 586, no. 7
or 8. The remainingpieces are all folles Class A2 with ornament varieties,where these are
visible, as follows:coin 95-54 (ornamentvar. 2), coin 95-117 (ornamentvar. 5), and coin 95-76
(ornamentvar. 3 or 5).
Wght 4.29 g.
Overstruckon a follis Class B (?).
Coin 95-14 is overstruckon NicephorusIII, as DOC III, ii, p. 831, no. 9.
Coin 95-111 is overstruckand cut down to the size of a half tetarteron. Weightof fragment,
1.39g.
Coin 95-131 is overstruckon a follis ClassJ.
This coin, struckon a paper-thinflan, is folded in half in an apparent attempt to cancel it.
Weht 1.51 g.
For a similarcounterfeit,see AgoraII, p. 115, no. 1877 ("fourthAgora imitation"). Weightof
Corinth specimen, 2.78 g. (P1.9).
Both coins are fractured,revealinga brittlemetal or alloy. Despite poor condition, these pieces
displayhigh weights, 4.28 g. (P1.9), 4.70 g.
Coin 95-42 showsChristin half-lengthfigure(P1.9). Forother examplesof this not uncommon
but otherwiseunknowniconographicvariant,see my earlierreports,Williamsand Zervos 1993,
p. 44, no. 40, and Williamsand Zervos 1995, p. 50, no. 62 (withendnotes).
Coin 95-84 is a defective strike,the imperialmonogram appearingon the reverse in incuse
(brockage);P1.9.
The flan of this imitativeissue is in the form of an octagonal clip.
The paring down of 12th-centuryconcave coins to produce "neatlyclipped trachea"is dated
by Hendy to the rule of AlexiusIII, A.D. 1195-1203 (Hendy,p. 180). D. M. Metcalf, however,
dates this activity earlier,sometime before A.D. 1195 (Metcalf,"Neatly Clipped Trachea and
the Question of ByzantineMonetaryExpedientsin the Late TwelfthCentury,"NCirc81, 1973,
pp. 370-37 1). Weightof coin 95-37, 2.36 g. (P1.9).
This poorly preservedtrachyseems to have been deliberatelybroken.
The small-moduleimitativetrachea of Hendy's Type C must representa small issue indeed.
None are reportedfrom the AthenianAgora, and the only publishedexamples from Corinth
are four pieces noted by Edwards(Ed., p. 147, no. 158). The new find from Corinth, coin
95-340, is overstruckon an earlierissue and is itself cut in half. Weightof half, 0.75 g.; P1.9.
(Note.The three imitative trachea found in Corinth and reported, by J. E. Fisher on one
occasion and by J. D. Mac Isaac on another, as belonging to Type C have actually been
misidentified;they are coins 1925-687, 1926-787 [bothType A], Theater, Hesperia56, 1987,
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p. 147, no. 695; and coin 1976-17 [Type D], Forum Southwest, Hesperia49, 1980, p. 28,

(64)

(66)
(70)
(74)

no. 217.)
Hendy states that the trachea of this group (Type G) employ a jewel pattern above the loros
waist of the emperor'scostume, on the reverse,that is either M or A (Hendy,p. 236). This
is indeed the case with coin 95-442 (secondpattern,but withfourverticaldots). But the other
example, coin 95-25, uses yet a third pattern above the loros waist, not in Hendy, which is
X in combinationwith the familiar"paneledwaist"beneath it. A photographof coin 95-25
will be included in next year'sreport.
This coin is of barbarousstyle and may be a counterfeit(P1.9).
(two pellets);
The obverse legends are punctuatedas follows: coin 95-60 LVDOVICVS:REX
coin 95-317 LVDOVICVSRE.X (one pellet).
Coin 92-2 has obverse cross with forked ends, a late characteristicin torneselli: after

ca.A.D. 1486.
(77--84) Sincere thanksare due to Kenneth MacKenzie for reading and dating this entire series of
Ottoman coins.
ES, on the obverse legend of these coins is deliberate, as
(96) The inversion of the Vl, in ATEIA
recentlyproved by A. P.Tzamalis(Tzamalis,p. 116, item GR 105). Metcalf's renderingof the
legend with a regularN is thus erroneous(M., page oppositepl. 32:769).
(101) A portion of the coin is missing,possiblyowing to deliberatebreakage.
Noteon theFrankishCoins.Deformed or mutilatedspecimens are describedin the Catalogue as they
have been in the past. Thus coins cut into halves, quarters, or some other irregularshape are
designatedas "cut";coins twisted,folded, or pounded into a rough shape are designatedas "bent".
The nine uncertain coins of "Tournois"variety noted in the Catalogue (p. 53) but not individually
listed are probablymostly Frankish.

CORRECTION
In Hesperia64, 1995, p. 50:
No. 60 (Catalogue),second column, for Tetart.
read Trachy.
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a. Unit 1, east side, south and east exterior walls;
room 6-7, foreground. From the south,

b. Unit 5 from the east
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PLATE 2
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a. Unit 1, room 6-7, rectangularchamberin pit, foreground.From the west

7A, 0p

b. Unit 1, south exteriorwall, showing added thicknessalong outside face of
foundation enclosurewall with reusedcolumn shaft From
. the southwest
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PLATE 3
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a. Unit 1, midsectionof room 6-7 from the north-northeast

b. Unit 1, room 6-7: south wall, easternmostbuttress,from the north
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PLATE 4
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a. Unit 1, west side; room 6-7, foreground. From the south
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b. Unit 1, west side: thresholdof gate, far right;road surfacenorth of gate with
western encroachment. From the west
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PLATE 5

a. Unit 2, vaulted chamber;paving of room A, foreground. From the
east
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b. Unit 2, rooms 6, 7, and 8; church in background.From the north
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